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lntrod uction
R. L. Allen
Director, Fisheries Researcl¡ Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Wellington

It is 8 years since the initial work on salmon farming
in New Zealand began. In that time industry has
shown it can produce and sell in both domestic and
export markets; it must now show it can do this at a
profit.
Fisheries Research Division (FRD) has l5% of staff
working on aquaculture research, and the largest project within aquaculture is salmon farming. Our initial
assistance to the industry was to supply eggs and fry,
but research now concentrates on three aspectsl
. time and size of release of juveniles (up to about I
year old);
. stock improvement specifically techniques for sex
control and genetic- manipulation to give either all
female or sterile stock;
. use of sockeye salmon as well as quinnat.

This conference is a time for both industry and
MAF to assess the results achieved so far and look to
the future. There is a world-wide boom in the salmon
industry, both in the numbers of people involved and
in production. How can salmon farmers get a slice of
the market? Our distance from markets and costs of
transport, etc. mean we cannot compete in the num-

in sheer volume of production, but there
is a special niche for New Zealand farmers, In the
bers game,

Northern Hemisphere's ofl season Pacific salmon is
available only in a frozen state, but consumers prefer
and are prepared to pay for fresh chilled salmon,
which New Zealand could supply.
There is clearly room for the industry to develop,
and FRD can contribute to this development in two
ways:

. it will suggest new directions on the basis of its own
research, for example, from its work on sockeye;
subject to resources, carry out research in
support of directions the industry wants to move in.

. it will,

A specific area in which the industry is expecting
support from the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries is in the certification of exports to the United
States. The Ministry is looking at ways of meeting
this need in both the short and long term. In the short

term FRD will provide the certification to the best
of its ability, In the long term, I believe it will be
necessary for the industry to take the major responsibility for meeting the demands for quality and disease certifrcation made by importing countries; MAF's
role will be more likely to be that of providing an
assurance that the industry's programmes meet the
required standards.
I wish you all a very successful conference.

Keynote address
G. D. Waugh

-

an overview of salmon farming

Former Director, Fisheries Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries

I am .glad to have this opportunity to refer to the
fulfrlment of some of the dreams that I and many
others have had for the salmon fishery. I am not the
only dreamer among you, and some may continue to
be so, but dreams seldom materialise unless they are
backed up by solid determination, It is a good thing
there has been a leavening of practicality, of straight
materialism, here in New Zealand over the past 8 to
l0 years, because I am sure that without it we would
have been closer to holding a wake for our salmon
fisheries rather than the beginnings of a celebration,
Many years ago I was asked on at least two separate
occasions by very august bodies what my objectives
were for FRD in respect of sãlmon. On each occasion
I said much the same thing: "To see whether we can
increase the numbers of salmon in the rivers". Each
time I was then asked a supplementary "Yes, but what

is your ultimate objective?" and to this I refused an
answer, Had I tried to set out recreational, economic,
and environmental goals there would have been all
sorts

of specious arguments as 10 why this or that

approach would not, or could not, work, \ùflhile
answers were being sought time would have passed

and the rape of our rivers and therefore of the salmon
fisheries would have continued, As I said before, we
could now have been holding a wake.

To illustrate what I mean let me refer to just one
problem mentioned in the panel discussion at the 1980
Salmon Symposium. Cecil Anderson was concerned
that too many ranching projects were being started
and wanted to know how they could be justified when
everyone knew there was a shortage of ova, Bob
McDowall at the same discussion said MAF was unable to supply significant numbers of ova to anyone
and said, "To talk of expansion under those circumstances is absolute lunacy." I am not criticising either
of them, but had we worried too much instead of
relying on the good sense of the Salmon Committee,
of which Cecil was Chairman, and on the persuasive
powers of Bob, representing MAF, we could so easily
have become bogged down in what is now, only 4
years later, a non-issue. At Glenariffe alone FRD has
400 000 eyed ova for which it has no use, and the
commercial operalors have even more, I'm not saying
these ova will be dumped, but they are certainly surplus to immediate requirements.
So, in the last 4 years we have shown that it is
practical to produce an abundance of ova, to increase

the size of the runs, and 1o have more salmon in the
rivers; more for the anglers, more for private enterprise, and so more for the benefit of the community.
It took a lot of hard work and a lot of hard talking
to get this far and I believe there are still the doubters,
the "purist" anglers who suspect the avarice of the
commercial operators or the ethics of people such as
myself. The question I ask is, "How many such anglers

have benefited from the hatchery operations?" I am
told on reliable authority that over 500 hatchery reared
fish have been caught in the Rangitata alone, and all
of these were strays!

In practice we have demonstrated the feasibility of
what I might call phase 1: we can.increase the size
of the runs by hatchery releases. Phase 2 might be to
see by how much we can increase them. If this is by
a hugely significant amount, we can, perhaps, contemplate phase 3 which will be concerned with the
allocation or reallocation of the excess. This will
undoubtedly become a matter for further consideration and debate, but for the reasons I have advanced
let us not, at this stage, get bogged down in theory
about an uncertain future.
The very thought of at-sea angling for salmon still
is anathema to entrenched members of acclimatisation societies. \le already know that commercial frshing is anathema to both anglers and ocean ranchers.
But, dare I say it as both a consumer and a sea angler,
the difference between river caught and sea caught
salmon is like the difference between the old chinese
gooseberry and the modern kiwifruit. We must envisage making the best of a good product whether it is
for sport or for food.

At the momenl, when we talk of salmon we lend
to think only of quinnat salmon because they are the
only ones that survive the sea stage in their life cycle.
The sockeye and Atlantic salmon are confined to fresh
water. However, I am told that sockeye respond particularly well to pond rearing and that Atlantics are
doing well in sea cages. This means there are good
chances of building up stocks of both these species
without the need for new and more elaborate hatcheries. In their natural habitat both migrate over much
greater distances than quinnat and perhaps because
of this or because of their translation from the Northern to the Southern Hemisphere, they have become
more easily disoriented and failed to return to their
natal waters.

Ve now have several generations of these frsh reared
in the Southern Hemisphere and conditioned to making only minor migrations, One wonders, therefore,
if there may now be some opportunity to develop sea
run strains. The Atlantics, particularly, offer the

opportunity of breeding from selected broodstock
because some, at least, of the adults survive past
spawning. \üThether sea run strains can be developed
and how this may be done is a challenge for the future.
As I said at the beginning, there is nothing wrong

with dreaming and then trying to put such dreams
into effect.
However, whatever we contemplate doing comes
back again and again to dependence on the rivers, I
don't care whether argument for the salmon fisheries

is developed on the basis of the increased earnings
from local licences, from tourists lured here by the
prospects of good fishing, or from increased earnings
from sales of salmon and salmon products. Any of
these benefit the economy and all serve to support
the argument for preserving the rivers. Each and every
one of us concerned with the fish has at some time
to be concerned with the preservation of the fish's
natural home, the rivers,

Largely because of this concern and the efforts of
the acclimatisation societies, the Salmon Anglers'
Association, FRD, and the V/ildlife Service, there has
been a change in attitude over the past few years.
Greater importance is being attached to our rivers as
environmental assets. There is still a lot of talk about
multiple use, but whereas it seemed earlier to be on
90o/o for industry or other developments
and only l0o/o or less for fish, this is changing. Other
countries have arrived at accommodations between

the basis of

fisheries and other interests and it is a matter of
personal regret that these lessons from overseas have
proved so difficult for New Zealanders to accept. Perhaps one of the reasons is the innate honesty of biologists, who agree that the interplay of factors in any
ecological situation is still poorly understood and very

difficult to quantify. Engineers, on the other hand,
give a much better impression of precision and so
their statements are more readily accepted, However,
I have observed that where there is uncertainty the
doubling up of quantities, the thickening of dam walls,
or the strengthening of bridge piers are accepted as
legitimate safeguards. Yet when it comes 1o river flows
for frsh exactly the opposite philosophy applies: "rJühat
is the minimum fishery flow we can get away with?"
rather than "Iíhat should we have to be sure?"

Let me revert to the question of economic returns
from salmon. You have a session on marketing later
in the programme and I will look forward to hearing

what is said. However, I hope it will not become a
discussion on potential sales at inflated prices and yet
another media presentation of a new multi-milliondollar industry for New Zealand. Marketing is not
selling something you just happen to have to someone
you hope may buy it. It means either finding out iust
what the other guy wants and selling him that, or

alternatively producing a product which appeals to
him so much he just has to have it.
Smoked salmon is a world class delicacy and I've
had the opportunity to eat it in various places. By and
large it has been excellent and I've had some which
is quite good here in New ZeaIand, but on at least
two occasions in our restaurants I have had absolute
rubbish. This is no way to create a competilive image.
There is talk of our earning $800 million from tourism, and whatever else tourists do when they are here
they will certainly eat. Some of them are going to go
back home with a poor impression of our fish and

certainly won't buy

it in their home countries

or

recommend it to their neighbours. So quality is tremendously important both at home and abroad and
so too is standardisation and presentation,

In the case I've

iust mentioned we are trying to

break into an already established market with preset
standards, but what about new products? Quite
recently I was given some salmon pâtê to try, It was
delightful, yet it was made from spent or stripped
salmon. Local sales were good, but the person concerned could get only very limited quantities of fish.
When he asked for more he was told they were
unavailable, the carcasses were being dug in as fertiliserl Vhether this was entirely true or not is immaterial. Here was a new product capable of using a
previously wasted material in an appealing way.

I wonder how many other salmon are being wasted.
have already mentioned sea caught fish which, if
they are being sold, are contributing nothing at all to
the wellbeing of the salmon fishery or the salmon
industry. Literally millions of dollars are being spent
or have been spent by private enterprise, government,
and societies on producing these fish, yet we still do
not know how good a total return we are really capable of getting from this investment,
Esoteric values are all very well, but if you, collec-

I

tively, want to see salmon stocks preserved and
enhanced and angling and the commercial fishery

improved, you really do need to get your act together
and show what your efforts are worth and what you
are capable of achieving. In this way you help to provide the sort of argument needed to counter those
who see fresh water only as something with which to
wash or grow cabbages.

The N.Z. Salmon Co. ocean ranching venture
A. W. Crowe
N.Z. Salmon Co. Ltd., Christchurch
Ocean ranching is the technique of rearing young
salmon in hatchery conditions to a size at which a
large enough percentage of the released smolts are
able to survive the next I, 2, or 3 years in the wild
before they return to the point of release.

The percentage returns that are required for the
hatchery to remain viable will depend on several
factors. For instance, a salmon ranch on the coast

were 26, 29,39, and 73 fish respectively. (These are
quite significant returns, for example, up to about
0.7o/o for fish released in July (Fig. 2). As was found
with the 2-year-olds, the fish released in July gave the
largest return and, similarly, there was a distinct
increase in the returns of 4-year-olds from the later
releases

of larger flsh.)

Thus the pattern starting to emerge is that the later

which achieves a l7o return will be in a better position than a salmon ranch, say, 50 miles up river which
achieves a 2o/o refuln, only a percentage of which is

release oflarger fish gives a distinct increase in returns.
In 1982 we did the same thing again (four releases
of tagged fish from 1981 broodstock), but we released

marketable.

slightly larger fish: 30-g flsh in March, 45-g fish in

However, before any ocean rancher has to worry
about what percentage of his returning stock is marketable he has at least 3 years of release trials to do,

if not more.

Releases and returns at the Lake
Coleridge hatchery
Vhen we were deciding when and at what size to
release our smolts there was not a great deal of information on local experiments to go by. However, one
thing was clear: though we were not sure what would
work in the way of release sizes, we knew what wasn't
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Fig. l: \íeight ar release and date of 1980 release of tagged
smolts from 1979 broodstock, and percentage returns of
2-, 3-, and 4-year-olds from this release.
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the July release showed a considerable increase over
the returns from earlier releases. In 1983 the numbers of 3-year-olds that returned from the 4 releases
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obtained from Glenariffe.)

olds that returned from each of the releases were small
(6, 3, 6, and I 3 fish respectively), but the returns from

3-year-otds

Æ'o

20 000 tagged 28-g smolts were
released. By June 1981, 7 tagged 2-year-olds had
returned; by June 1982, 60 tagged 3-year-olds had
returned, and in 1983, 4 tagged 4-year-olds returned
(Fig. l). This gave an overall return from the 1979
broodstock of about 0.35o/o. (The 1979 broodstock was

In 1981 we did four release experiments with tagged
fish from 1980 broodstock (Fig. 2). We released 28-g
fish in March and early April, 29-g fish in late April,
and 40-g fish in July. In 1982 the numbers of 2-year-
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working.

For some years releases had been made of small
fish (under l0 g) and had produced only small returns.
\üith the benefit of hindsight we decided to release
smolts at a much larger size with the following results.

2-year-olds
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Fig. 2: \ùfeights at release and dates of l98l releases of tagged
smolts from 1980 broodstock, and percenlage returns of
2-,3-, and.4-year-olds from each release (see key in Fig. l).

pattern we have come to expect from the previous
experiments. However, I believe that when Fisheries
Research Division has fully analysed the data from
tags, scales, and fish lengths, we will find that we have
made a mistake in our release data, and that the larger
returns were derived from the later releases of larger
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From these experiments we have established that
later releases of larger fish will give larger returns. In
addition, if we take the best returns from each year,
it appears that we are getting steadily increasing
returns each year (Fig, 5). ìùØhen 4-year-olds are added
to the returns from the 1982 releases we will probably
get about a 4o/o LoÍaI return, and since the 2-year-old
returns from the 1983 releases are already l'4o/o, the
total returns from the 1983 releases will probably go
even higher than 4o/o.
From this, I believe we will be able to achieve 45olo r€turns in the next 2-3 seasons and that is recognised as very good for chinook salmon, even in its
native North America. However, I should sound a
word of warning for any prospective ocean rancher
who may be here today. To achieve returns of this
size requires not only several years of effort, but also
several other factors which, if they do not come
together, make the likelihood of success in ocean
if not impossible.
ranching very difficult

-

Fig. 3: lVeights at release and dates of 1982 releases of tagged

smolts from l98l broodstock, and percentage returns of 2and 3-year-olds from each release (see key in Fig. l).

April, 70-g fish in May, and 80-g fish in June (Fig'
3),
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The returns from these releases were quite acceptable. In 1983 the numbers of tagged 2-year-olds that
returned from the 4 releases were 34, 44r80' and 143
respectively. This year (1984) the numbers of 3-yearolds which have returned from the 4 releases are even
better (106, 106, 146, and 192 respectively); that is,
iust over lolo of the frrst 2 releases, about 1'3% of the
May release, and about 1.8% of the June release,
Thus the total return so far for the fish released in
June is about 3.1ol0, and the 4-year-old returns are still
to come. In 1983 we released another four groups of
tagged smolts (from the 1982 broodstock). The fish
in these releases were not quite as large as those in
the 1982 releases. They were released af 44 g* in
March, 65 g* and 60 g in May, and 63 g in June (Fig.
4). The numbers of 2-year-olds to have returned from
these releases are 83r 26, 52, and 117 respectively'
For some reason these returns have not followed the
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* The numbers of tagged fish in these

releases (about 6000 in
each) were lower than the usual numbers released (about l0 000

fish per release).

Fig,4: V/eights at release and dates of 1983 releases of tagged
smolts from 1982 broodstock, and percentage returns of 2year-olds from each release.

Requirements for a successful salmon
farm
You will need a guaranteed supply of water that

9oo
o)

has

the correct balance of dissolved oxygen and pH, has
a temperature of 10-15 oc, and has no trace of nitrites
or nitrates.
You will also want a water supply that does not
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flood
especially between July and December, when
small -fry are susceptible to silt in the water.

gro

You will want to be ablt to run your total water
'supply through your fish trap (so that you can trap
all the fish that return to their source) and you will
also want this water supply to fall within the existing
range of wild salrnon.

It is preferable to have a site which is flood free,
and to have water gravity fed through the complex.
However, if you are in a flood zone it is certainly

wiser to pump water through the raceways than to
have it gravity fed.

You will then need a dedicated team of workers
who don't know the meaning of a 40-hour week.
From past experience, I believe you will need
500 000 eggs per year for between 3 and 5 years.
A.fter you gel your water right, specified departure,
building permits, and fish farm licence, the only thing
required is abqut $2 million, and if you already have
$2 million I suggest you invest it somewhere ar L2o/o
and have a quiet life.

Fig. 5: Total returns from best releases of each year (see key in

Fie.
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Discussion
Mr Holmes wondered whether the later releases of
larger frsh were responsible for the high proportion
of jacks in the returns. Mr Crowe thought they probably were. Mr Holmes and other members of his

Dr Glova, after commenting on the larger

returns
obtained from the releases of larger frsh in June and
July, asked about the economics of holding frsh for
the length of time required to achieve such returns.
Mr Crowe answered that they had not yet worked out
biomass returns on a cost basis; they had been more
interested in simply getting fish back.

society were concerned about the high number of jacks

taken in a recent fishing competition on the Rangitata
(about 50% of the tagged fish caught were iacks). Mr
Crowe was not sure of the point being made about
the high incidence of 2-year-old fish in anglers'

Mr J, Newman asked if the returns shown on Mr
Crowe's graphs were to the river or to the farm and
was told that they were the total returns of tagged
fish analysed by FRD. About 55-75o/o of these (sometimes less) were fish that had returned to the farm,
but the flgures on the graphs were known survivals.
Mr Crowe thought the actual survival would be higher
than this because he was convinced that the number
of tags returned from sports fishermen was only about
50% of what

catches, but pointed out that they were hatchery
reared fish, and if his hatchery had not reared them
the fishermen would not have caught them (that is,

the hatchery was a bonus to the fishermen). Mr
Holmes also commented on sea catches of salmon'
Timaru based trawlers caught salmon mostly when
target fishing for red cod. The two species appeared
to school together. Last year several hundred salmon
had been caught, mostly from an area 50 miles
(80.5 km) off the coast and south of Akaroa. This year
fewer salmon had been caught because trawlers had
not been target flshing for red cod in this area.

it could be.

asked for Mr Crowe's opinion on
by commercial fishing boats
catches
of
sea
the effects
on the land based fishery. Mr Crowe had no knowledge of what quantities of salmon were being caught
at sea; very few tagged heads (of sea caught fish) had
been handed in to FRD. If more frsh were being
caught at sea than the returns of tags suggested, it
would mean the survival of released fish was higher
than estimated at present, but until tags came forward
there was no way of assessing this.

Mr Cummings

Mr C. Anderson asked what proportion of the frsh
which returned to Mr Crowe's hatchery were tagged
at Glenariffe or other rivers. As far as Mr Crowe was
aware, none of the returning fish were from other
rivers, Last year the N.Z. Salmon Co. hatchery had
taken 6 salmon tagged at Glenariffe, but about 125
salmon tagged by N.Z. Salmon Co. had gone past
their hatchery to be caught at Glenariffe.

ll

The lCl/Wattie salmon development project
M. Gillard
lCl I Wattie, Kaitangata

\ùlattie Industries Limited began investigating the
potential of ocean ranching ín 1972. In 1975 they
contacted ICI (N.2.) Limited, who were independently looking at ocean ranching, and the present

have undertaken a market survey in which a range
of grades of fish were sent to world-wide markets, and
the results from this have been encouraging, though
lower grade fish were unacceptable in the more
sophisticated markets.

arrangement was formalised.

No income was ever expected from this experimental developmental phase.

In 1982 Terry Beckett and I visited the west coast
of North America and a substantial report on this was
produced; many of the recommendations from the
report have been implemented in our project.

Sühen the Clutha site was first chosen the political

climate dictated that the site be far enough up stream
to allow anglers to have "first go" at returning salmon.
At that stage it was thought that salmon homed unerringly to their release site, and that anglers would
miss ou1 if the site was at or near the river mouth.

Therefore, our site selection was

Our experimental site on the Clutha is about 23 km up stream from the mouth of the Matau Branch
of the Clutha River, on Inch Clutha, an island formed

by the splitting of the Clutha River just below Balclutha (Fig. 1.)

a

compromise
between this requirement and the ideal site at or near

The Clutha is a stable meandering river in its lower
reaches and, as such, does not have sufficient fall to

the river mouth. Attitudes have changed markedly
since then; sites such as those of Newhaven on the
Pounawea estuary, or N.Z. Salmon Co. at Ellesmere,
would not have been permitted back in 1976.

It is common

allow the use of gravity feed through our complex.
An added complication is that the lower reaches of
the river are strongly influenced by the tide, though
the water at our site is not saline. All of our water is
pumped from the river with submersible pumps. The
present pumping capacity is 13 500 I per minute.

knowledge that fish quality deteri-

orates rapidly once the fish enter fresh water. Reports
compiled by my predecessor on the quality of frsh
which returned to Glenariffe and Silverstream during
1977 clearly demonstrated "that a commercial salmon
trap should not be established in the headwaters of

Our Clutha site consists of three 45-m raceways
(two lined with butyl rubber and one concrete) each
capable of rearing up to 100 000 yearlings, a large
(57 000-l) oval "Para" pool in which we rear fish
through to adulthood for a supply of ova, and four
6-m-diameter circular ponds.

any South Island river". Information from Clutha

recoveries over recent seasons confirms this statement.

The Clutha was chosen as the most suitable river
ocean ranching. It was not recognised as an

for

The hatchery system consists of ten 5-m-long
hatching troughs capable of "eyeing" up to 2 million
ova. The ova are incubated by the "Washington tray"

important salmon river at the time, though historical
accounts suggested it had a large (if not the largest)
spawning run.

method,

After visiting the Sacramento River in California
(from which our New Zealand chinook stock came)
I feel more assured that our choice of river was the
correct one. Both the Clutha and Sacramento rivers
are similar in appearance and volume; they are unlike

in which water flows horizontally through

stacks of trays containing ova, rather than by the more

common upwelling system,

All

troughs are housed

indoors and supplied with filtered river water. There
is no flltration of the raceway water.

the braided rivers of the South Island east coast.

The basic diet we use has remained the same since
before this, feed was made at the Silversrream
hatchery. Since l98l we have been buying ungraded
feed from NRM Feeds Ltd., Christchurch. \ùíe find
it is more suitable to grade our own feed because
handling between the factory and farm of graded feed
caused a large amount of unusable flnes. Grades not
able to be used âre reprocessed into pellets by a local
feed manufacturer, and we often have ingredients to
our own formulation added to them. These pellets
are then frozen and held before they are fed to our

l98l;

The project has always had the services of at least
two biologists as well as other science graduates; it
also has access 10 a large and diverse range of people
and services within the two parent companies.

A committee consisting of ICI and

rù(/attie Induspersonnel
tries
is responsible for the project, I carry
out the day-to-day operation and implementation of
policy. I have one full time assistant who, like me, is
a science graduate, and one part time employee. \ù(/e
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Location of the ICI/V/attie sire.

important that solutions to this problem be arrived at
soon. High quality feed is crucial to producing good
quality smolts, and without good quality smolts an
ocean ranching venture cannot exist.
Since completion of the Roxburgh dam in 1956'
the salmon run in the Clutha has dwindled into insig-

freshwater reared broodstock. So far we are entirely
satisfred with the performance of the basic diet; excellent results have been achieved with it.

It concerns me that with the rapid development of
the salmon industry (especially sea cage rearing, where
large tonnages are fed), the availability of fishmeal
may become limited in the future. It is therefore very

nifrcance, until recently.
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TABLE

l:

ICI/Wattie ¡elease and ¡ecovery data
Recoveries
\ùüeight

Tag No

Origini

Release site

(g)

Time

t977

63.56.01
63.55.01
63. 3.02
63. 4.02
63. 5.02
63.36.02
63.31.02
63.28.03
63.29.03
63.35.02

Vaimakariri x Rangitara
Vaimakariri x Rangitata

Kaitangata
Kaitangata
Kaitangata
Kaitangata
Kaitangata
Kaitangata
Kaitangata
Kaitangata
Kaitangata
Kaitangara
Kaitangata
Kaitangata
Kaitangara
Kaitangata
Kaitangata
Kaitangata
Minzion Burn
Kaitangata
Kaitangata
Kaitangata
Portobello
Portobello
Minzion Burn
Minzion Burn
Kaitangata
Minzion Burn
Kaitangata
Kaitangara
Kaitangata

4.0

Nov

1977

8 027

7.6
7.2
7.2
7.2

Dec 1977

t2 693

I 978

t979
1980

1981

è

No. fish

Brood

63.r9.04
6f .2t.02
63.22.02
63.30.03
63.26.03
63.39.03
63.32.03
63.48.03
63.40.03

Nir
t982

63.29.0r
63.30.01
63.33.03
63.5 r.03

63.53.03
63.55.03
63.35.03

No records
No records
No records
Rakaia x Rakaia
Rangitata x Rangitara
\ùflaimakariri x Vaimakariri
Vaimakariri x \üaimakariri
Vaimakariri x \íaimakariri
Clutha x Clutha
Clutha x Rakaia
Clutha x Rakaia
Rangitata x Rangitara
Rangitata x Rangitata
Rangitata x Rangitara
Clutha x Rakaia, Clutha x Clutha
Clutha x Rakaia, Clutha x Clutha
Clutha x Rakaia
Rangitata x Rakaia
Clutha x Bubbling Springs
Rakaia outmigrants
Rakaia outmigrants
Clurha x Clutha
Clutha x Clutha
Rakaia outmigrants

63.f4.03

Clutha x Bubbling Springs
Clutha x Clutha

63.52.03

Rakaia outmigrants

Nov
Nov
Nov

released

tagged

1978
1978
1978

9 761

6.2

Oc¡ 1979

r0 023

8.1

Oct

t0 224

5.4
5.4
5.4

1979
Dec 1980
Dec 1980
Dec 1980

170.0
170.0
170.0

Aug-Oct
Aug-Oct
Aug-Oct

15.0
t 5.0
15,0

Dec l98l
Dec l98l
Dec l98l

104.0
170.0
6.0
6.2
84.0
50.0
60.0
64.0
70.0
50.0
68.0
ó8.0
76.2

1982
1982
1982

Jul-Aug 1982
Aug-Oct 1982
Dec l98l
Dec I98l
Jul-Sep 1983

Jun-Jul 1983
Jul 1983

rr

482

5 659
3 437

l0

ll

First river named refers to origin of male, second to origin of female.

olds

Total

I
0

1

2

57
26

t:

75
53
32

-0
_I

0.010

-2

0.006
132

1.150

79
50

r.396
I.455

0
0

456

5 292

4-year-

0

I78

t0 370

l0

3-yearolds

I

30 998

49
93

578

4t

90

1.701

86

t79

t.726

0

838

l8

l8

2.r48

2 376
2 971

40

40

8

8

1.864
0.269

Apr

lr

i58

24

24

0.2r5

Apr-Jul

l0 650
t0 4t2

8l

8l

0.758

5 489
5 782

25
97
80

0.240
t.767

t0 667

99

25
97
80
99

1983
1983
Jun 1983
Jun-Jul 1983

Jun-Jul

1983

Jul-Oct

1983

207 901

*

2-yearolds

l 384

0.928

though in the United States recoveries are made from

Since 1979, we have been closely monitoring the
salmon run into the Clutha River (and all of the data
from this work are made public in the Annual Reports
of the Otago Acclimatisation Society). During 1979
only about 50 salmon were taken by anglers below
the dam. In 1980 there were about 60-70 salmon
taken, in 1981 about 100, in 1982 about 200, and in
1983 about 800. The 1984 angler catch is estimated
to be about 1400 fish, 899 of which we have sampled
and recorded. Most of these are fish from our own

releases of fish this size, negligible returns were
obtained here. \ùüe make no excuses for persevering
with releases of 90-day fish in earlier years. In 1976,
when our frrst release was being made on the \íaitaki,
overseas information was

limited. In fact the release

of small fish was still common practice in

many
hatcheries in the United States in 1982. It is only over
recent seasons that the benefits of releasing yearling
fish have been demonstrated in New Zealand, and
several years of repetition are necessary to confrrm
the results. Over the past three seasons we have concentrated on releasing yearlings.

releases,

To estimate the number of salmon that return to
the river each season is difficult. The Clutha is the
largest river, by volume, in New Zealand; it has a
mean flow of about 480 m3/s and consequently is very
difficult to sample compared with other salmon rivers.
Angling pressure is also considerably less' though it
is on the increase. On the Sacramento River in California, from a total run of 170 000 fish, anglers take
about 20 000 (l2olo). If the Clutha is being sampled
as lightly as I think it is, our returns 10 the river may
be substantial; greater in fact than indicated by tag

Results from blood tests look very encouraging for

determining the optimum time of release,
Many of our earlier releases were of fish taken from
the Rakaia, Waimakariri, and Rangitata Rivers; however, over recent seasons we have obtained an increas-

ing number of fish from the Clutha, mainly by gillnetting adults from the spillways at the Roxburgh
hydro station and transporting these alive back to the
raceways on our site, where they have been held until
fudged suitably ripe for stripping. A few frsh were also
taken from backwaters and tributaries. One hundred
and thirteen salmon were taken from Roxburgh in
1982,159 in 1983, and 115 in 1984.

returns.

Over the pasl two or three seasons we have been
investigating the effect on returns of voluntary releases
compared wilh "normal" forced releases. Migration
from our raceways appears to be greatly influenced
by the condition of the holding water. Spate conditions, if they occur at the right time or times of year,
initiate outmigration. However, not all fish are prepared to migrate at the same lime; some may stay in
the raceways for several months after the downstream
screens have been retnoved. Some eventually have to

The first Clutha stock was obtained in 1981, and
since then there has been a surplus of males taken in
the Clutha. These were used to "delay fertilise" Rakaia ova in l98l and Bubbling Springs freshwater
reared ova in 1982. This season the excess males were
used to fertilise our own freshwater reared stock.

be forced out to allow preparation for the following

Rearing freshwater brood seems a suitable means

year's brood,

of producing large numbers of ova in a short time,
and this year our experience with ova taken from 3year-old freshwater reared fish indicates satisfactory

To increase site specificity we have been chemically imprinting our fish while they are in the raceways and then using this chemical to help attract
returning adults. Although we have not yet carried
out a controlled experimenl, this procedure does
appear to assist the salmon with homing, at least to
the vicinity of the site,

hatchery survival can be achieved. Our results so far
indicate that freshwater females crossed with ocean
returned males can produce excellent returns.
released fish may be a significant
in the Clutha, especially over summer.
The predators are not only trout and perch, but also
kahawai which congregate in large numbers at the
mouth of the Clutha and, I understand, at the mouths
of other large east coast rivers. I have seen them so
thick you could have walked on them
- frsh up to
4 kg. I think our February, March, and April releases
of this year were severely preyed upon at the mouth
of the Clutha. The April release certainly was; anglers
caught many kahawai, some of which had up to 16

Predation

of

source of loss

We are closely monitoring and manipulating many

variables (and we are fully documenting this), The
variables include physiological tests such as blood

serum thyroxine (T3, T4), sodium and potassium
levels, growth rates, visual and behavioural characteristics, condition factor, origin of the stock, alternate release sites, size and time of release, rearing
density, diet, feed ration, predation, and many others,
Before the releases made in late 1982 (of the 1981
brood year), all fish were released at about 90 days

smolts of 35-40 g in their slomachs. The kahawai had
normally left the river mouth by the end of March
in past years, and the April release was purposely held

old and 4-l5g average weight (Table 1). About
650 000 fish were released at this small size, and,
15

back a little to avoid these voracious feeders. They
reappeared as if by magic the morning after our

senior biologists with the United States Department
of Fish and Game, both described the Sacramento
chinook stock as being opportunistic and having a high
stray factor within their catchment. This is possibly
one reason why the fish have become successfully
established in New Zealand. Solutions to overcome
this straying tendency have been suggested by ntany
people, but I doubt if there is a simple and practical
solution available. I do not think we can rely totally

release.

Many adult fish show signs of severe damage and
much work needs to be done to investigate
this potentially significant problem.

I think

Alternative release sites were investigated in 1982
and 1983. The Minzion Burn at Millers Flat was chosen as an upstream release site and the Otago University marine station at Portobello was chosen as an

on a large proportion of our fish returning of their
own volition into a trapping area on the lower Clutha.
Perhaps we need to shift the Clyde dam to Kaitangata! Practical solutions might include actively
trapping the fish with fish wheels or nets, but this is
not ideal when high quality, undamaged fish are
needed. Alternatively, a means to divert the fish from
the main stream so that they are forced to run into
a trap may be necessary; for those of you who know
the Clutha, the enormity of this task will be obvious.
It is common knowledge that about 1.5% of fish
released must return to harvest as high grade fish for
a salmon ranching ventu(e to be profitable. This also
is a figure commonly quoted overseas, \Ve have demonstrated that such a return figure is attainable. The
releases of large fish from the l98l brood year showed

ocean release site. Although recoveries from a release
of l98l brood at Minzion Burn were similar to those
from a release made at the same time from the Kai-

tangata site, other Minzion Burn releases of smaller
fish of the 1982 brood are so far producing inferior
results. Releases from the Kaitangata site are superior
in terms of 2-year-old recoveries. Ocean survival of
groups released from Portobello appears to be excellent. Most fish from these releases have been recovered
in Otago Harbour and have shown good growth.
Rearing density appears to have a strong influence

on the percentage return, and the optimum rearing
density, apparently, is well below the carrying capacity
of our raceways. Further experimentation is necessary to confirm the optimum density.

good results, and somq 1982 brood year releases have
surpassed these returns (based only on recoveries of

Straying of fish from the Clutha catchment appears

to be insignificant, though a few fish have

2-year-olds), rùlhat

been

is more important is that

these

improved results,are from groups of fish whose average release weight was orie half to one third of those
of the l98l brood release. Although the potential for
a satisfacrcry ocean ranching operation appears good,
certainly better than it did 2 years ago, we consider
that the figure of l.5olo should be confirmed by another
year's results and that further work on harvesting,

recovered from the Hurunui, Vaitaki, Taieri, and
Ashburton Rivers. Several of our frsh have also been
taken in Otago Harbour and a few in Timaru Harbour and off the mouth of the Clutha. The pattern
tends to show a northward migration during the ocean
phase; most of these ocean caught fish have been

immature individuals. A few wild fish have been
recovered south of the Nuggets, but this was many
years ago (in the 1930Ð. I have no evidence that frsh
have been taken in this region in recent years, though
this may be a reflection of fishing activity, Straying
of fish within the Clutha catchment is signifrcant, and
salmon (most of which are ours) have been located
in most tributaries as well as the main river.

marketing, and processing is necessary before an
investment of several millions of dollars is considered.
At the moment we have 29 different tag groups at
sea, and we propose to release at least another 7 this
coming season. V/e have begun to answer some of the
relevant questions with our results, but there are as
yet many unanswered. I think there is no easy or quick
solution. After all, we have been involved in this project for 9 years now and it is only over the last two

Unfortunately few fish have run into the releaserecapture site at Kaitangata. However, a gill net was
set for part of a season at the foot of our fish ladder
and trapped over 450 salmon. This net was set no
more than 2 m from the end of the ladder. lÙíe have
suspected, for the past few seasons, that fish were
returning to the site for a short time and then moving
on up stream. The capture of fish at the site was a
major step forward, for, at last, it gave some indication that salmon were returning to the vicinity of a
specific downstream site, though they were still displaying a strong tendency to carry on up stream.

or three seasons that promising results have been
forthcoming, not only from our own endeavours, but
also from those of others. Some of the important
factors to consider in an economic evaluation are as
follows:
Site location
Sustainable return

(o/o)

to harvest

Age class distribution
Sex ratio

Quality of returning fish
Smolt yield per female

Sacramento chinook are known to stray, especially
fall chinook: Mr Dick Hallock and Mr Frank Fisher,

Feed conversion rates
Price of feed, in form required, at farm gate

t6

Mortality rates
size

-

Capacity of the river to sustain operations
Capacity of the ocean to sustain operations

ova to frY, frY, frY to release

Optimum size/time of release
Market value of 2-, 3-, and 4-year-old fish
Harvest facility
Hatchery facility
Labour

Optimum rearing densitY (kg/m')
Water requirements
Mean weight of returning fish
Processing requirements
Best pond dimensions
lù(/ater

frltration requirements
Raw material storage requirements
Product storage requrrement

It is after a consideration of these factors that
decision

will be made on the proiect's future.

Disc ussion
a purse-seine vessel down to the Clutha area

Dr Lawrence asked for more specific details on the
type of damage seen on returning salmon. He was
tôid that up to 50% of some of the groups of fish
looked at last year had old scars and quite large
"patches" on them. The identity of the predator(s)
that inflicted the damage was not known. It may have
been shags, trout, or seals attacking the salmon as
they headed out to sea, and the level of predation

in March

to catch the kahawai that preyed on newly

released

smolts. He also asked what type of nets were used to
trap returning salmon at the foot of the hatchery fish
ladder. Vhen informed that loosely slung gill nets
were used, he wondered whether bottom nets would
have been better, Mr Gillard pointed out the practical
difficulties of using these in the Clutha (for example,
stumps, logs, and scouring), but added that it was a

could be quite signifrcant,
Mr M. Newman suggested lCl/\Øattie should send

possibility he was looking

t7
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Salmon coded-wire tagging results, 1977-84
M. J. Unwin
Fislreries Research Division,

Ministry

of Agriculture and Fisheries, Christchurch

This paper is based on data collected from FRD's
coded-wire tagging (CWT) programme, This programme is well known to those concerned with the
salmon fishery, and the technical details of the tagging process will not be described here. Further discussion of the programme is given by Unwin (1982,
1983). The key features of CIù(¡T are rhe use of miniature coded wire tags, implanted into the nose car-

So far, about 3 million juvenile salmon have been
tagged and released. The work is tedious, time con-

suming, and labour intensive, and the tagging of
800 000 fish in 1983 probably represenrs about the
maximum that FRD can handle with its present
resources. Ve expect to reduce the number tagged
next season to 500 000 or even less, but if ocean
ranching continues to develop, the demand for tagging is certain to increase. One solution may be for
the industry to purchase its own tagging machines,
for use by individual ranches.
Returns of tagged adult salmon since 1979 arc
shown in Fig. l. The substantial increase in returns
over the last two seasons is quite evident: the 1984
total exceeds the combined returns of the previous
five seasons. Returns to hatcheries (such as Glenariffe, the N.Z, Salmon Co's site at Coleridge, and Silverstream) have been consistently the largest single
source of returns, but angler caught frsh also make
an important contribution. The big increase in "miscellaneous" recoveries in 1984 is due partly to
ICl/Wattie's use of ners ro catch adult salmon which
return to the Clutha River, and partly to the recovery
of over 350 carcasses from untrapped spawning
streams in the Rakaia headwaters.
Because the absence of an adipose fin is the sole
indication that a salmon contains a tag, it is certain
that not all tagged adult salmon which return to fresh
water are recovered. Recoveries from hatcheries,
where there are trained staff, are assumed to be complete, bul the same cannot be said for recoveries from

tilage of juvenile salmon before their release, and the
external identifrcation of these fish by removal of the
adipose fin.

Fisheries Research Division's flrst tagging machine
in 1977 with funds provided by the Council of South Island Acclimatisation Societies. A second
machine was bought in 1979, and in recent seasons
both machines have been in regular use. The C\ùØT
programme has now expanded to become a major part
of our research eflort. Returns of tagged adult salmon
began slowly, in the 1979 season, but in recent seasons
the returns have increased dramatically.
This paper presents a broad overview of the C\ùØT
results so far. It describes the growth of the programme since 1977 and summarises the major findings. Finally it outlines our present research and that
proposed for the furure in the light of our frndings.
was bought

Tägging and recovery operations, 1977-84
The numbers of juvenile salmon tagged by FRD since
¡he 1977 season are shown in Table l. The seasons
are identified by brood year, but, particularly in recent
seasons, juveniles from a given brood year are often
not released until the following calendar year. For
example, one group of frsh from the 1981 brood were
released as yearlings in August 1982.
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TABLE l: Total

releases
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of coded-wi¡e tagged iuvenile salmon,
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1977-83 brood years
Year
1977

t978
t979

ôct

No. tagged

l3l

980

I

462 000

1982

567 000
800 000

I

198 3
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323 000
334 000
420 000
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1981 1982
Year of recovery

Fig. l: Returns of tagged adult salmon processed by FRD, 1979-

3 037 000

84.
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to the CVT programme, some anglers are still unaware of the need
to look for marked salmon. \ùüe have no knowledge
of what "awareness factor" should be associated with
angler returns, though it has undoubtedly increased
as the programme has developed. Recoveries of tagged
carcasses from spawning grounds are very much hit
or miss affairs and depend on the absence of flooding
in these areas over the spawning season. The return
figures in this paper are based only on fish actually
recovered and should therefore be regarded as minima. Also, there is a complete lack of any quantitative
data on tagged salmon caught at sea.
A breakdown by brood year of the returns in Fig.
I is given in Table 2. Complete return data for the
1977-80 brood years are now available, with the return
of 116 tagged frsh from the 1980 brood this season'
However, despite only limited data for the 1981 and
1982 brood years, it is clear that increased returns in
1983 and 1984 are directly attributable to the success
of these two broods. Nearly 3000 tagged adults from
the l98l brood and 1750 2-year-olds from the 1982
brood have been recovered. A rough extrapolation of
these returns to 1985 suggests that over 6000 tagged
adults are likely to be recovered. Extracting and reading the tags from this number of fish represents a
substantial problem in logistics and it may be appropriate for FRD to seek assistance from the industry.

adults make up a high proportion of returns from the
October-December releases, but decline to about l0olo
of the total for releases from January to April and rise
again for the single August release shown. Four-yearold returns generally increase with later release dates,
whereas 3-year-olds show the opposite trend. The one
datum point for July shows a fairly low proportion of
2-year-olds, but I suspect that this may change when
more return data are available. So far, returns for the
1981 and 1982 broods show a steadily increasing proportion of 2-year-olds as the release date advances
beyond April. The increased proportion of 2-year-olds
associated with the later releases is entirely due to the

anglers. Despite publicity given

predominance of small males (or facks). In one
instance (a 1978 brood year release of yearlings from
Glenariffe) 70o/o of the males returned as 2-year-olds.
Given the results in Fig. 2, it is a simple matter 10
extrapolate the known returns of 2- and 3-year-olds
from the 1981 brood to obtain a provisional estimate
of the final returns. As an example, of 19 800 tagged
juveniles released from Glenarifle in March 1982' 190
adults (26 2-year-olds and 164 3-year-olds) have so far
returned. This is a return of 0.960/o. According to Fig.
2, 4-year-old fish should account for about l8o/o of
100

80-

Interpretation of the 1977'81 return data
The 1977-80 brood year returns provide a data

8,
(!

base

oo

c

o

of 95 completed releases. However, since many of the
best returns so far are from the 1981 brood, I thought
it important to include these returns here, despite the
lack of data on 4-year-old returns. Therefore, I shalt
outline how the "complete" 1981 returns have been
derived from the existing 2- and 3-year-old returns.

o

b¿o

ù

20-
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The age structure of those returns for which complete return data are available (60 releases with nonzero returns) is shown in Fig. 2. Returns from releases

--T--

Apr

Jul

Aug

Fig.2: Age structure of returning adult salmon versus date of
release, 1977-80 brood years. The numbers above the 3-

in

October, November, and December have
been grouped together, whereas releases are shown
individually from January to August. Two-year-old
made

-

year-old returns indicate the number of releases from which

point was derived.

TABLE 2; Tagged salmon ¡ecoveries, 1979-84, by brood year and year ofrecovery
Year of recovery
Brood year
1977

l98l

t979

r980

27

109

l9

173

722
45

r978
t979
1980

r982

1983

786

282

19

(brood year)
155

282

42

74

39J

992
J69
116

583

97)

|

922
757

2895

408

3 795

675r

t982
27

Total recovery

97

l98l
Total recovery (year of recovery)

1984

453

l

|

I

757

the returns from a March release, so that we

Adult returns in relation to release data

can

expect about 43 more adults to return next year. This
would give a total of 233 adults, or a 1.18% return
overall. Our best return so far is from a release of

and size
The extrapolated figures for 1981, and the 1977-80
returns, represent a total of 130 releases from locations throughout the South Island (Fig. 3). Most of
the releases were made by FRD (from Glenariffe, Silverstream, and the headwaters of several Canterbury

l8 700 l98l brood yearlings from Glenariffe in

August 1982. \ùøith 4-year-old adults to come rhe
return so far is 3.8olo, which, by use of the above
method, indicates a final return of about 4.4%.

16go

17oo E

Lake Kaniere

'

7

New Zealand
Salmon Company
Glenariffe 32

Waimakariri River

g3

Silverstream

440 S

-2

Bell's Pond (lcuwattie)
8

Fig.3: The South Island of New Zealand, showing localities where tagged salmon were released ftom l97l to 198t. Numbers beside
each location show the number of individual releases.
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grouping, 52 releases from

rivers), but liberations by the N.Z' Salmon Co. and
ICl/\ù(iattie have also contributed substantially to the
data base.

Figure 4 shows the relationship between the date
of release and percentage returns of adults' Despite
considerable scatter' there is clearly a strong relationship between these two parameters: the highest returns

(7o/o)

yielded returns exceeding 0.lolo'

A

January

to 30 April,

A similar pattern is evident in Fig. 5, which shows
the same return data plotted against iuvenile weight
at release. The trend towards increasing returns with
increasing weight at release is clear, and the data
appear to show groupings similar to those discussed
in relation to date of release. For release weights up
to about l0 g, returns are generally insigniflcant.

arqconsistently associated with the latest releases, The
distribution of the data points suggests three broad
groupings in the results. Releases made before January show uniformly poor returns. Of 52 releases in
this category,36 (690/o) yielded zero returns, but only

4

I

shows improved returns, though only ó (l2olo) exceed
0.5olo. By far the most successful group of releases
were those made after l May, of which 12 out of 15
(80o/o) produced returns over 0,5olo. Thirteen returns
exceeded 1olo and all were derived from releases made
on or after 6 March.
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Fig. 4: Percentage return of adult salmon versus date of release of iuveniles, 1977-81 brood years.
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Releases at weights between l0 and 30 g produced
returns up to about 0.5olo, whereas the only returns

Multivariate analysis provides a satisfactory means
of abstracting this trend from the data. More powerful
techniques (such as response surface anaþsis) are
available (Bilton et al. L982), but are not warranred
at ùis preliminary stage of the analysis. For the data
in Fig. 6, I used the model R : ao I arT; I arw2
where R is the percentage return, I is the date of
release (where ?: I corresponds to 29 December),
and W is the release weight in grams. Calculated

exceeding 1% were frour releases averaging 30 g or
more.

Although Figs. 4 and 5 show comparable rrends,
the extent of variation between releases makes it difficult to draw any flrm conclusions about the individual and combined effects of release date and size.
Much of the variation is due to differences between
the various release sites, and a clearer picture can be

values for the coefficients were co : 0.0650,
h:3.92 X lO-s, and a2:3.83 X 10-4, with a multi
ple correlation coefficient of 0.884. The resulting
equation for R enables contours of equal percentage

obtained by looking at dara from individual release
sites. In this paper I have singled out rhe Glenariffe
and N.Z. Salmon Co. hatcheries, which are 15 km
apart on the upper Rakaia River. For these two hatcheries complete or extrapolated return data are available for 30 releases from the 1977-81 broods.
These 30 releases, and their respective returns, are
shown in Fig, 6. Release dates ranged from 29
December to l6 August, and release weights ranged
from 6 to 80 g. Although there is still some variation,

returns (actually confocal ellipses, for this parricular
model) to be superimposed on the data in Fig. 6.
These contours have a direct and pertinent interpretation in terms of size and date at release, For example,
the location of the 2o/o contour implies that one could
anticipate a 2Vo return either by releasing 60-9 juveniles

the overall trend is clear. Both individually and in
combination, release date and size have a significant
influence on returns: early releases of small fish produce low returns, and delayed releases of large fish
produce high returns, It is not difficult to visualise
an underlying trend in the dara, represented in Fig.
6 by a curved surface rising steadily towards the top
right hand corner of the figure.

in late April or 30-g juveniles in mid July.

These contours are approximate; they apply only
the data set in Fig. 6 and have no predictive value
outside the range of the data. It would, for example,
10

be inappropriate to expect the model to predict values

in the top left hand region of the frgure. In addition,
each hatchery (and certainly each river) should be
treated separately. My intention in presenting the data
this way is not to make any firm predictions about
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early releases. However, quite apart from the possibilities of deriving high returns from such releases,
other advantages such as reduced rearing costs and
increased size of the returning adults might be

likely returns, but rather to demonstrate an analytical

approach which I think is well suited to evaluating
possible release schedules. As more return data
become available, and the location of the various percentage-return contours becomes better defined, the
approach presented here should provide the basis for

expected.

The current research programme at Glenariffe is
directed specifically at frlling in some of the gaps in
our knowledge outlined above. The time and size at
release experiment, modelled on a Canadian study of
coho salmon (Bilton et aL 1982), is a systematic study

rational management of hatchery release s, Ultimately, the aim should be to combine this analysis
with cost-benefit considerations, which take into
account such factors as feeding costs, biomass of
returning adults, and the effects of high returns of 2year-old males that occur with the later releases.

of the relation between release date and size, and adult
returns. The essential feature of the experiment is a

rigid two-way layout of

the time
Present and future research
and size at release experiment
It is clear that refrnement of the return contours is a

sizes,

seasons; the first releases, from the 1982
brood year, were completed in 1983. Releases for the
1983 brood are taking place now and will continue
until October 1984. Dates and weights for releases so
far are shown in Fig. 7. The release programme will
conclude with the 1984 brood.

run for three

worthwhile research obiective. The model used in Fig.
6 is.not sufficiently flexible to adequately represent
the full range of release dates and sizes, particularly
in relation to late releases of small fish. For example,
returns of 2-year-old salmon from the 1982 brood
suggest that poor returns are likely from releases of
l0-20-g juveniles, even as late as August' If this proves
to be correct, the contours representing returns in the
0.1-0.5olo range must turn and become more or less
parallel with the horizontal axis in the lower right
portion of the figure.
An equally obvious and probably more important
gap in the data relates to early releases of large fish'
Releases of this type are limited by the growth rates

Releases

mostly

from the 1982 and 1983 broods were
10-40-g weight range and on dates

in the

between March and August, though a few releases in
the 40-100-g range have been made. The 1984 brood
release schedule will concentrate on releases of larger
fish, in an attempt to obtain as broad a data base as
possible with our present resources. To achieve maximum release weights earlier than in previous years,

fry from Glenariffe are now being reared at the Silverstream halchery, where water temperatures exceed
those at Glenariffe by as much as 5'c. These fish
will shortly be transferred to Glenariffe, by which time
they should be substantially larger than fry incubated
and reared at Glenariffe, Before they are tagged and
released in 1985, the Silverstream reared flsh will be

that can be achieved at any given hatchery, and these
depend on site-specifrc factors such as water temperature. The lack of data in this area is to be expected
because of the difficulties of producing large fish for
100

release dates and

designed to eliminate as many extraneous variables as
possible. A more detailed description of the experiment is given by Unwin (1984). The experiment will

graded into two or three size groups, the largest of
which may exceed 50 g as early as March. Returns
from these releases will be incorporated into the overall time and size experiment results as they become
available in 198ó, 1987, and 1988.
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Conclusions
The message of the C$flT returns so far is clear salmon consistently pro-
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late releases of large fuvenile
duce the best returns of adults; a projected return of
4.4o/o ís the current record, Research at Glenarifle is
aimed at investigating in detail variations in adult
returns over as broad a range ofrelease dates and sizes
as possible. \(/hen complete, this research will provide
â rational basis for management of ocean ranching
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Date of release

Fig. 7: Release date and iuvenile weight data for the Glenariffe
time and size at release study, 1982 brood year (complete)
and 1983 (to June 1984). Releases from the 1983 b¡ood will
continue until October 1984.

and will take into account considerations such as cost-

benefrt ratios rather than just the basic return frgures
as described in this paper,
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Discussion
Mr Barker thought it was imporranr to study the relationship between the results of the various releases
and the food resource that released fish were feeding
on in the sea. He wondered if MAF could look at
what was happening to salmon in the sea at the same
time as they were doing their present work. Mr Unwin
thought this might depend on what came out of the

the Opihi had ended up in the Rangitara, and so rhere
were really too few data to give a definite answer.

Mr M. Newman commented on the very valuable
work being done by FRD and raised the quesrion of
the reading of tags by Ministry staff alone. He pointed
out that if the Ministry was already flnding it difficult
to cope with the amount of work, they would fiñd it
impossible to cope with the increases that would result
from the continued growth of salmon farming. He
wondered if there would be any objections ro salmon
farmers employing Ministry approved staff to tag frsh,
read returned tags, and forward the data to the Ministry. Mr Unwin said this was a policy matrer that he
could not give an immediate answer to, but the idea
sounded reasonable and would be looked into. Dr
Allen added that, though FRD had reservations abour
non-Ministry people reading tags, if the industry
demand was greater than FRD could service, and if
non-Ministry stafl could be trained to do the work
properly, FRD would certainly consider the proposal.

conference,

Dr Gillespie also asked if there was any possibiliry
gearing the salmon programme to the marine

of

environment to study factors other than size and time
of release that might control returns (for example,
water temperatures, predator cycles, etc,). Mr Unwin
answered that with FRD's present resources there was
probably not much chance of doing this work; there
were some data such as satellite observations of sea
temperatures available, but he had not looked at these
yeÎ.

Mr Vaugh asked why the proportion of 4-year-old
returners from the 1980 brood was so high. Mr Unwin
thought this was probably an anomaly produced by
one release (possibly from Glenariffe) which produced a large number of 4-year-olds, The data presented were based on 25 releases, about 5 of which
produced about halfofthe returns. Thus one unusual
result could bias the overall picture,

Mr Ving, after receiving confirmation that the data
presented were all from freshwater returns, asked if
there were any significant differences in the returns
to a downstream hatchery (for example, '!ùTattie's, on
the Clutha) and an upstream hatchery. Mr Unwin
said it was difficult to talk abour rerurns to rhe Clutha
because, as Mr Gillard had mentioned, there had not
been many. In the Rakaia, there were no obvious
differences between catches at Lake Coleridge and

Mr Townsend asked if there were any statistics to
support the idea that salmon resident in a river return
to that river better than young salmon which were
transferred to it from other rivers. He was told that

Glenariffe, which were 15 km apart.
Mr Hare returned to the question of the costs and
benefits of releasing fish after a long holding period.
He thought the return weights of 3- and 4-year-olds
(from releases of held fish) would be smaller because
the fish had less time to feed at sea. Mr Unwin thought
this was true to a point. It was noticeable that 2-year
old males from late releases of large flsh were very

there were some data available, but probably not
enough to support that idea. Fisheries Research Division had transferred salmon from the Rakaia to the
Ashburton, and from the Rakaia to the Opihi, but the
returns from these transplants had not been high. Fish
had also been transplanted from Silverstream to the
headwaters of the \üflaimakariri (\üØinding Creek and
Grasmere Stream). Of these, l0 fish had returned,
and all had homed in to Vinding Crcck. Thus, though
the numbers were small, it appeared that flsh transplanted to the rù(/aimakariri headwaters were able ro
return to them. However, some fish transplanted to

small; size differences were also detectable in 3-yearolds, but were not great; in 4-year-old returners there
were no detectable differences. There was probably
enough natural variatio¡r in the stock that, by the time
fish had been at liberty for a couple of years, any
initial setbacks to fish held longer would have been
evened out,
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Salmon ocean ranching in North America, and by
Newhaven Salmon Ranch in New Zealand
N. H. Moe and S. J. Wing
Newhaven Salmon Ranch, Oamaru
Pacifrc salmon have been raised in hatcheries since
1872, with most early efforts on the west coast of
North America and in Japan. Until recently most
hatcheries were considerable distances up stream from
the mouths of rivers, so that iuveniles or downstream
migrant smolts were required to swim great distances
to the sea. After their ocean migration period (6
months to 4 years), as their homing instinct brought
them back to the hatchery, they were again required
to navigate long distances up rivers. This system nearly
duplicated nature, and it provided for vast increases
in ihe suppty of salmon to both sport and commercial
fisheries, The adults that returned to spawn' however,
were so near maturity they had lost most commercial

open sea. Ret
in near-prime

brigh
fish harvested
a silvery

As with most types of farming activities, there are
certain controllable and uncontrollable factors aflecting the success of salmon ocean release operations'

Key controllable factors
o Quality of smolts introduced to saltwater

This is the most important factor the salmon ocean
rancher has control over. Careful quality standards

, condition, a

value.

rading of fish
n fresh water
uced directlY

Since the late l9ó0s, partly because of the high

market value of salmon and partly because of a switch
in trends from a "hunting" commercial fishery to "fish
farming", there has been a tremendous increase in
release of cultured salmon. Vorld-wide hatchery production of Pacific salmon in 1980 was over 3 billion
iuvenile frsh. Table I shows total releases of Pacific
salmon in North America for the same year (Allee
1981). The outlook is that world-wide production may
double by 1990, to some 6 billion smolts released
(McNeil 1984). Many of these releases will be by ocean
ranchers who will harvest and sell the returning adults
as they swim back to their point of release.

1980

o Imprinting of smolts to provide maximum

(millions)

"homing" response
Young salmon must be imprinted on the unique
chemical "smells" of the water supply they are held
in, so that at time of adult return they will search out
their artificial home stream with as little error as possible, "Chemical leashes" (low concentrations of alcohol-based solutions) may provide additional imprint
characteristics, but the main factor seems to be the
time held in the system. Popular belief is that 3 to 4

United States

California

t2
38

ll

4

Canada

British Columbia

-ut,

Smolts must be provided with optimum diets to
achieve good
period in salt
held as low as
metre. Handli
to avoid loss of extremely delicate scales during the
smolt phase, Releases of the smolts should be done
with a minimum of stress at a time, usually at night,
when predation by birds and fish is minimal.

No. of fish

89
288
82
35

Since

ponds

(released f¡om hatcheries) (Allee 1981)

\Vashington
Oregon

'
Y

w"t.r àise"te such as vibriosis is expected, frsh should
be vaccinated beforehand, Finally, the system for
transporting smolts from the freshwater hatchery
should try to eliminate transport stress,
o Cultural practices during holding in saltwater

downstream migrating
smolts and obtain maximum value from the returning
adults, many ocean ranches in North America have
moved release sites from traditional upstream locations to river mouths, to estuaries, or directly to the

Alaska

should

minate

be of sufficient physiological development to effectively osmoregulate without undue stress so that they
quici<ly adiust to the saline environment. \íhen a salt-

To minimise mortality of

TABLE l: No¡th American Pacific salmon production,

ponds

267

35

761

r00-

25

weeks is sumcient. Changes of the water source and
leaching of different chemicals from pumps or build-

El Niño current in 1983. The warm water replaced
the cool, upwelling, productive waters and the lack

avoided.

10 sea.

o

size and quality of returning adults.

ing materials from one season to another should be

of food caused mass mortality of young smolts released

Selection of optimum smolt release time and

Every effort needs to be made to release smolts when
food in the ocean is readily available and when predators are at minimum levels. Extensive size-time
release studies have generally shown that releasing
larger smolts much later than what has been considered natural downstream migration time gives better
survival and return rates. This is probably because
larger smolts have a faster swimming speed and can
avoid predators. Dramatic increases in marine survival are possible, but tagging experimenrs with a
variety of smolt sizes and release times are essential.

order to plan release schedules to minimise crop

o Abundance

of naturai predators

As releases of salmon increase from established ocean
ranches, a general build-up of predator numbers
occurs. Both birds and fish looking for a "free lunch"

gather around release points. In addition, marine
mammals quickly learn where adult salmon are concentrating for their relurn runs.
The organised control of fish and bird predators is
virtually impossible, but the ocean rancher must seek
to avoid their effect by releasing during seasons of
minimum abundance. Efforts have been made to
transport fish out to sea in floating cages and thus
avoid predator concentrations near shore. Localised
control of marine mammals is feasible through use
of sonic devices that irritate their ears without inflicting bodily damage.
Another factor that deserves mention while considering predation is that of the abundance of
"unnatural predators", namely frshermen. Fishing
pressure tends to build up as ocean ranchers get
returns. In North America, where there are both
commercial and sport selmon fisheries in the ocean,
fishermen sometimes catch two or three fish for every
one that returns to the ocean rancher. If such fisheries are allowed to target on returning salmon, they
can quickly eliminate any potenrial profitability for
an oceen ranch.
Although a closely monitored sport fishery can be
compatible with an ocean ranching industry, long
term success of ocean ranching will be possible only
if government agencies provide adequate protection
of the ranchers' major investment in facilities and live
inventory swimming at sea. Tighrly regulated controls of commercial fishing, particularly to avoid target fishing near return facilities, is essential.

The flow needs ro be distributed from the recapture
trap in a way to provide as large an attraction plume
as possible. An adequate ladder with 25-30-cm elevations per step and appropriate pool and rifre flow
relationship is required so that returning salmon can
swim quickly into the trap.
and processing

techniques
Ocean ranchers can plan harvests of returning salmon

to coincide with processing and shipping schedules
to deliver the freshest possible product to the con-

ket acceptance of ocean ranched fish.

Key uncontrollable factors
Environmental conditions in estuaries and the

Newhaven Salmon Ranch release
operations

ocean

Since the productivity of the ocean and near-shore
waters depends on a complex interaction of environ-

The Newhaven Salmon Ranch is the first ocean ranch
in New Zealand to release chinook (quinnat) smohs
directly into an estuary. It has two separate production facilities, a freshwater hatchery on the ltíaitaki
River, 35 km north of Oamaru, and a saltwater releaserecapture facility at Owaka on the Catlins River estuary, 30 km south of Balclutha. Both facilities were

mental parameters, sometimes global in neture, this
is the major uncontrollable factor aflecting success of

ocean ranching.

in up to a 30o/o reduction in

failure.

¡ Provision of adequate adult recaptu¡e facilities
Although adult salmon are capable of searching out

o

also resulted

Ocean ranchers cannot control ocean conditions,
but they do need to be aware of seasonal changes in

size

o Use of appropriate harvesting

It

For example, marine survival of

salmon off California, Oregon, and rù(/ashington has
generally been on a downward trend since 1976; it
reached an all time low with the effect of the warm
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will migrate quickly to open walers
will return as 2-, 3-, or 4-year-old fish in

is expected smolts

built in 1983 by a ioint New Zealand and United States
partnership, The four New Zealand partners are
Development Finance Corporation of N,2., Fluid
Control (N.2.) Ltd,, Skellerup Industries Ltd., and
Southland Frozen Meat Co. The American partner

and adults

top, bright condition for immediate harvest.
In April-May 1984 approximately 330 000 smolts
were released at Owaka. Of this total, 36 000 were
tagged with coded wire tags. Similar releases are
planned for the next 2 years, Adult return rates, frsh
quality, and market acceptance of salmon products

is Allied Aquaculture.

The freshwater hatchery consists of l0 raceways
each with a rearing capacity of 62.5 m3. The gravity
fed water supply provides approximately 350 I per
second at temperatures varying seasonally from 6 to
19 'c. At a loading density of 20 kg per cubic metre'
it has an instantaneous loading capacity for production of approximatety 800 000 smolts at an average
size of 15 g. The production strategy during the initial 3-year pilot oper.ation calls for releasing approximately 100 000 smolts annually at the V/aitaki
hatchery to establish a return of brood frsh and assure
a supply of eggs for expanded operations.

will be evaluated, with a commercialisation
expected

decision

in 1986.

Experience acquired in the past 10 years of ocean

ranching

in North America is being applied by the

Newhaven Salmon Ranch. Every precaution is taken
to optimise smolt quality, release limes, and other
controllable variables. The history of successful salmon
runs on the South Island of New Zealand and the
apperently good ocean conditions at present seem to
point to bright prospects for ocean ranching. Still,
only time will tell whether or not the uncontrollable
variables of ocean environmental conditions and predator abundance will allow adequate marine survival
and return rates of ocean ranched salmon. \Y/hen the
salmon return it will be necessary to have controls
over the commercial fishery if the establishment of
an important export industry in New Zealand is to

The saltwater release-recapture facility consists of
two large raceways each with a rearing capacity of
500 m3. This site is only I km from the open sea, Salt
water is pumped at the rate of 250 to 500 I per second
directly from the estuary at salinities ranging from
near 0 during heavy rain and low tidal conditions' to
open sea salinity on high tides. \ùüater temperatures
vary seasonally from 5 to 18'c.
Smolts. from the freshwater hatchery are transported by tank truck, 260 km to the site at Owaka,
After an imprinting holding time of 4 to 6 weeks they
are released. A six-step fish ladder provides a migration route for them to enter the estuary. It also provides an artificial saltwater river to which adults will
return. Because of the close proximity to the sea, it

be realised.
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Discussion
marketable, and he wondered if food additives in the
hatchery food would help improve flesh colour, as the
fish were at sea for only about 6 months before they
started to return.
Mr Moe doubted if that would make much difference. He had had little experience of 2-year-old fish
in New Zealand, but those he had seen seemed to
have quite good colour. He agreed, however, that if
they were as Mr Dougherty described, they would not
have much commercial value. He thought that in 7
months at sea they should have enough access to food
such as krill to colour the flesh quite well.

Mr Tonkin, referring to the possibility that protection
might be sought for the Owaka catching site, asked
Mr Moe if he would enlarge on that subject. He said
it was a variation on the original application. Mr Moe
explained that if ocean ranching were to survive, it
would need some protection for frsh as they schooled
in the area around the frsh ladder. He hoped the area
would be as large as possible and suggested I km as
a minimum. Mr Dougherty noted that although 2year-old salmon were valuable overseas, this was not
so in New Zealand, where 2-year-olds had pale
coloured flesh of very poor quality. They were not
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The BP-FRD sea cage rearing project
K. J. O'sullivan
Big Clory Salmon, lnvercargill

.
.

One of the first questions people ask when they hear
that BP are involved in salmon farming is "'Why?"
The answer to this begins in the late 1960s when
biologists in Europe were asked to find a biocide to
kill bacteria living in oil storage tanks, where they
were feeding on oil sludge and blocking pipes. The
biologists didn't find such an agent at that time, but
began culturing the bacteria concerned and found that
when fed on oil wastes they thrived and could be processed to animal and fish feeds. From this, planning
for a major industry began. Feed companies were
acquired, and these in turn diversified into pig and
chicken raising as well as trout and salmon farming.

.

Dry feed type gave adequate nutrition.
Analysis at BP Nutrition in Holland indicated that
some modification was necessary, but that generally
the feed was similar in quality to rhat used in most
Atlantic salmon dry diets,
rù(iet

feed is messy to handle, requires frozen storage

on site, and is highly polluting. Last year I visited
a successful Norwegian farm near Bergen, which
feeds a trash fish diet. They use pollock bought for
next to nothing from oflshore Russian vessels and
add a vitamin supplement and binders to make a
sloppy sausage. This is fed out, all day long, by
workers with wheelbarrows and snow shovels, who
shovel tonnes ofthis feed into the cages every week.
Naturally it creates a huge pollution problem and
the farmer solves it (as do other nearby farmers I
spoke to) by using blowers under the farm to blow
the sludge out into the current every week. It then
becomes someone else's problem.

However, the oil crisis of 1973 made this synthetic
feed uneconomic and its production was ended. The
animal and fish feed companies were profitable in
their own right and were retained, as were the farming activities.

The BP Company Fish Farm Development International, an aquacultural consultant company based
in Scotland, carried out a feasibility study in 1978
and, after gaining the necessary permission, designed
and built the cage farm and the shore base in 1981.
The farm is a floating walkway system made of wood
and polystyrene anchored to the sea bottom; the steel

.

$üet feed also has a higher transport cost and its use

is feasible only when one has access to a readily
available source of trash frsh at a very low cost.

.

Trash fish diets increase the risk of disease unless
sterilised.

cages are attached to the walkways. The salmon are
held in a netting bag tied to the steel frame, and the
net is 3 m deep at the edge and 6 m in the middle.

.

Changing feed adds another variable to an already
complex situation.

Salmon are fed by hand and by automatic feeder.

This farm has been modified and had feed storage
sheds built, which means a 25-kg bag of feed is never

Feed rate

carried more than two cage widths now,

!üe began, following our consultant's advice, to feed
2.25o/o body weight per day, mostly through solarcharged automatic feeders. This was in line with published data, but generally took no account ofthe feeding behaviour of the young salmon, which eat
voraciously one day and indifferently the next.

Aims
The primary aim was to introduce salmon smolts to
sea water and successfully grow them to market size.

There is a fine line between overfeeding

Secondary aims after successful acclimatisation were

and

underfeeding, Often if the conversion ratio of feed to
weight gain is close to I : l, the frsh are being underfed

to examine factors most likely to improve growth in
sea water. These are feed type, feed rate, stocking
density, water quality and temperature, and time of
introduction to sea water.

and are not growing well. Naturally, if the ratio is
high (say 3 : 1), feed is being wasted. \ùØe aim for 2 : I
and hope to achieve 1.5: I consisrently. The automatic feeders, which we used at frrst, led to feed wastage and a build-up of uncatcn fccd under the cagcs.
\ùüe changed the feeding regime and hand fed exclu-

Feed type

Ve had planned to use a range of feed types, but have
standardised on dry feed for the following reasons:

sively, and we will use improved automatic feeders in
future as an adjunct to manual feeding.
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believe that the earlier we can get the smolts to sea
water the better.
Smolts put into cages in January this year are well
ahead of those taken down later. This difference never

Stocking density

The space available to the salmon is critical for their
growth, It is not only related to water movement and
oxygen depletion in their environment (although the
highest possible levels are necessary), but also concerns the physical ability of all the fish to have an
equal opportunity to reach feed presented to them.

seems to be made up; the early entry salmon are always

larger through to harvest.

The Norwegians use cages far larger than ours and
stock them at higher densities. Our cages are easier
to handle, but require quite low stocking densities to
achieve good rates of growth.

Atlantic salmon
Atlantic salmon from the Iü(¡ildlife Service hatchery
in Te Anau were tested (with the seawater challenge
test) to determine their ability to survive in salt water.
Usually in full strength sea water they died in less

Water quality and temperature
We have selected a site that is less than optimum in
terms of water quality: it is shallow and at the head
of a bay (which lowers water exchange). However, it
is still acceptable. The 2-m tidal rise and fall gives a
good flushing action and it is sheltered, a very important consideration when evaluating a site.

than 24 hours. However, several hundred smolts were

brought to Big Glory Bay later in 1982 and tested for
their ability to adapt to sea water, This time they
responded well and most of them survived. This does
not mean they thrived, Very few fed and grew appreciably, and about 70olo showed no growth and died
within the next 3 months. The "poor doers" remaining were graded out and those left were grown to

\üíater temperature is obviously a limiting factor in
salmon farming. If the water is too cold, the fish don't

maturrty.

feed well; if it's too warm, they suffer stress induced
by oxygen deprivation.

Mature adult Atlantic salmon grown in seawater
cages have now been stripped, and the smolts grown
from their eggs should have high potential to become
fast growers in sea cages. \Ùfle plan to grow several
thousand ofthese next seâson. After stripping, several
Atlantic salmon females revived well and have been
moved back to Stewart Island, where we hope we can

The temperature range in Big Glory Bay goes from
in winter to 16'c in summer. It is often noticeable that feeding behaviour is related to temperature:
as the temperature increases in spring, feeding picks
up remarkably. In winter if the surface water temperature increases by half a degree during a warm
day, feeding improves.
8

'c

get them to spawn at least once more.

Introduction to sea water
In the beginning we had little idea whether the smolts
would survive a long iourney by road and then a 3hour boat ride (both in fresh water) to be dropped
unceremoniously into full strength sea water. At first
(March 1982) it was difficult. Bad weather delayed
the planned crossing of Foveaux Strait, and of 2000
smolts carried only 200 survived.
After this, through the good graces of Mark Gillard
of ICl/ï(/attie, we moved smolts from the N,Z.
Salmon Co. hatchery at Lake Coleridge to the
ICl/tü(iattie hatchery at Kailangata, where they rested
before carriage to Bluff and thence to Big Glory Bay.
Now we can be confident enough of the procedures
involved in transport of smolts to decide optimum size
and time for movement to sea water. Naturally the

The future
\ùfe have been most fortunate

in the people staffing
this project; the hours are long and a great amount
of tedious repetitive work is necessary, Techniques
have been improved during the farm's operation, and
further improvements continue.
From its inception this has also been a Fisheries
Research Division proiect. Staff from Christchurch
have not only advised, but participated actively in the
running of the salmon farm on a continual basis'
More importantly, proiects which will make this
type of aquaculture more successful in New Zealand
have already been undertaken. An example is sterile
stock production, a vitally important proiect aimed at
reducing or eliminating early maturing males, and
growing females to an older age and thus larger size.
Another project is warm-water enhancement,
Smolts will be introduced this year as early as October, which we believe should give them an excellent

salmon must have smolted and be robust and healthy,
and it appears that early sea water entry leads to better
growth. \ùØe have moved smolts to sea water from
December to May at sizes from 5 to 7 5 g and now
29
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start towards attaining the minimum 2 kg necessary

!7e now have our own stock of fry grown from the
best and brightest reared in sea cages. \üe will be
moving these to sea water later this year and have a
great deal of faith that they will fatten fasrer rhan rhe
essentially wild stock, from ocean ranches, that we
have used in the past. If they pérform as well as we
expect, we shall continue to select for the traits
required for successful sea cage culture and develop
a salmon which responds well in captivity.

for export.

This type of aquaculture in New Zealand, is now
being widely recognised as a potentially good overseas
exchange earner and seems to have a bright future.
However, we still have a lot to learn. rù(/e have had
only one harvest to date and it is still difficult ro make
long term predictions on growth and production,

Discussion
if he had any ideas about where to market
Atlantic salmon, Mr O'Sullivan said they would be
marketed with the quinnat, but identified as a separate species. The market had different preferences, and
the ability to offer two species gave more market
flexibility.
Asked

the price could be more reasonable and some way of
reducing the amount of shell fragments could be
fou4d, it could be worth considering.
In answer to the first part of Dr-Glova's question,
he replied that a carotenoid pigment was added to
the diet for some time before harvest. At first it had
been added in large amounts close to harvest time,
but that had not worked very well; low quantities
added over a long period appeared to be best.

Dr Glova asked if any special diet to improve flesh
colour had been considered and also whether a natural food like krill had been investigated. Mr O'Sullivan replied that his company did not like using wet
diets, but they had had some krill-type species rurned
into meal and analysed in Holland. The results had
not been promising; it was different from Northern
Hemisphere krill meal and had a low level of usable
protein. It was also very expensive to produce, but if

Mr Bradley asked at what age fish were marketed
and Mr O'Sullivan answered that the main aim was
to produce 2-k9,3-year-old fish. This was so even for
the domestic market. Early maturing males were a
problem: they were not unmarketable, but were not
as gogd as larger fish.
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Sterile or female stock production for salmon
farming
P.

R. Todd

Fisheries Research Division,

Ministry

of Agriculture and Fisheries, Christchurch

\üith the development of salmon farming in New

maturation and appearance of secondary sex char-

Zealand there is considerable interest among salmon

.

in the

use of either sexually sterile or all
female stock. The main reason for this is 1o overcome
the problem of males maturing at 2 years of age. V/ith
ocean ranching, the best returns of 3% or more have
been achieved with yearling releases. However, with
these releases the percentage of males returning as 2year-olds increases markedly. From a 1978 August
farmers

In the United Kingdom the techniques of sex control and genetic manipulation of rainbow lrout are
well advanced and some are being applied on a commercial scale. Many trout farms are producing either
all female or sterile stock and it is hoped that approximately 90o/o of rainbow trout egg production will be
all female within the next few years (P. J. Smith pers.
comm.). This would eliminate problems with male
fish and the production loss into female gonad tissue.
Sex control techniques with Pacific salmon are less
advanced, particularly in the area of commercial
application, Additional research is required because

release at Glenariffe ,70o/o of males returned at 2 years
of age, These 2-year-olds are small flsh with less mar-

ket value than the larger 3-year-old returning fish.
Similarly, in sea cage rearing, many males mature at
2 years of age, below the present export target size
of 2 kg.
This interest in sex control of salmon in New
Zealand is concurrent with developments in North
America, There the application of sex control techniques in Pacific salmon is being investigated for both
ocean ranching and sea cage rearing. In New Zealand
these techniques could also apply to pond rearing of

of the number of different species involved, and there
are some differences between trout and salmon which
make the practical application of one of these tech-

niques difficult.

salmon.

Several techniques are possible for producing sterile or all female fish. I will deseribe these and discuss
their advantages and disadvantages. Sterile or all
female fish are produced for different goals and so
the two approaches are considered separately. The
terms used are illustrated in Fig, l.

Apart from the reduction or elimination of 2-yearold males by applying sex control techniques, there
are several other potential management applications
for the production of all female or sterile stock.
Potential management applications of techniques
to produce all female stock:

.

elimination of males, particularly early maturing

.

increase in egg production from a given number of

.

acteristics reduce market value;
production of trophy sized salmon (and trout) by
extending the life cycle beyond the normal time of
spawning and death.

ones;

broodstock fish;

reduction in number of fish released for ocean
ranching to provide a given egg take;
. reduction in cost of growing and maintaining aquacuhure broodstock to produce a given egg take;
. increase in value of farmed fish where the ovary
has a higher value than the male roe.
Potential management applications of techniques
to produce sterile stock:
. maximising growth by diverting energy (otherwise
used for gonad development) into flesh;
. preventing production of early maturing males;
. permitting year round harvesting where sexual

o@(

Normal female
with XX chromosomes

d@(

Normal male
with XY chromosomes

ó@(
e@(
Fig.

l:

Sex reversed male
-genetic XY male
but produces eggs

Terms used in describing techniques of producing ster-

ile or all female
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Sex reversed female
-genetic XX female
but produces sperm

frsh.

All

female fish

of males by direct hormone treatment
salmon and trout the normal genetically deter-

Sex ¡eversal

In

mined process of sexual development begins in the
early juvenile stages. This process can be disrupted
by treating the fry with either male or female hormones. By administration of the female sex hormone
17p oestradiol, the normal development of the testes
in males is stopped and ovaries are produced instead,
Although the fish remains genetically male, with XY
chromosomes, it will produce eggs instead of milt
(Fie. 2).
The hormone is administered just after hatching
by immersing the fish in a hormone bath, This is
followed by adding the hormone to the diet for 3
weeks from the time of frrst feeding. Dosage rates and
time periods are critical and vary between species.
A kit for sex reversing both male and female salmon
and for sterilising salmon is available from Syndel
Laboratories

in Vancouver,

Male hormone

Select sex
reversed females
XX sperm
I
I

V

Fertilise

XXXY sperm

normal eggs

I

V

Fertilise normal eggs

Canada.

An all female stock produced by sex reversal of
males is not suitable for holding as broodstock. Breed-

ing from these fish produces an abnormal sex ratio
with a predominance of males.
Crossing sex reversed females with normal females

The second technique of producing all female fish is
to cross sex reversed females with normal females
(Fig. 3). A sex reversed female is genetically female
but develops functional male resres. Vith this technique the all female farm stock produced have not
received any direct hormone treatment. The first step
is to sex reverse female fish into functional males by

'lOO% female

75%

female 25% male

Fig. 3: Crossing sex reversed females with normal females to
produce all female stock.

administering the male hormone l7ø methyl testosterone, As with sex reversing males into females by
using female hormone, the male hormone is applied
during the early juvenile stages. By this treatment
normal development of the ovaries is suppressed and
testes are produced instead. At maturity these fish
develop a functional male gonad but remain genetically female, with XX chromosomes. The genetic
male fish with XY chromosomes develop normally.

In the salmonid species so far examined it is the
male flsh that determine the sex of the offspring. By
crossing the sex reversed females with XX chromo-

Fert¡lise eggs

with normal sperm

with normal females which also have only XX
chromosomes, only female offspring are produced, as
the male Y chromosome has been eliminated (Fig. 3),
somes

I

Progeny 3 male:1 female

In rainbow trout, sex reversed females do not
develop a sperm duct and so it is quite easy to distinguish these flsh from normal males. Unfortunately,

Fig. 2: Sex reve¡sal of males by direct hormone treatment.
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in the one published study on chinook

The offspring show poor survival and growth rates
(H. Onozato pers, comm.), and as a result gynoge-

(quinnat)

salmon (Hunter et aI. 1983) it was not possible to tell
the difference between the two groups by any similar
features. This creates a great practical difficulty, as at
present the only rlay of telling the two groups apart
is by a complicated process of progeny testing. Further research is required to try to find a way of separating sex reversed females from normal males without
resorting to this process. Nevertheless, it is still pos-

netic fish would not be suitable for use as farm stock'
Nevertheless, apparently a few gynogenetic fish
show good growth rates and it may be possible to use
these ãs broodstock where fewer fish are required'
These gynogenetic female fish could be sex reversed
with male hormone and crossed with normal females
to produce all female offspring. The advantage of sex
reversing gynogenetic females would be that the
problem of separating sex reversed females from normal males would not arise.

sible to make use of this technique to reduce the
number of males. By crossing a mixed group of sex
reversed females and normal males with ordinary
females, the offspring would be 75o/o female and 25o/o
male (Fig. 3). This sex ratio would be of considerable
value to ocean ranching and to sea cage and pond
rearing. However, the disadvantage of the technique
is that a continuous hatchery reared broodstock of
hormone treated fish needs to be established.

Sterile frsh
Surgical techniques
Surgical techniques to remove the developing gonads
in juvenile frsh have been used on an experimental
basis to successfully sterilise salmon and trout, However, the fish have to be relatively large (about 25 cm)
and therefore could not be used for ocean ranching

Gynogenesis

A third method of producing all female stock is by a
process called gynogenesis (Fig' 4). Gynogenetic fish
are those in which all the genetic material is derived
from the female. They can be produced by using
genetically inert sperm that has been irradiated with
either ultra violet or gamma radiation. The sperms
penetrate the eggs and stimulate development, but do
not contribute any chromosomes.
This would produce abnormal offspring with only
one set of chromosomes, but it is possible to double
up the number of chromosomes to produce a fish with
the normal two sets, all of which are derived from
the female. This can be accomplished by subiecting
the eggs to a heat shock in a warm-water bath or
subiecting them to hydrostatic pressure shortly after
fertilisation,
A disadvantage of producing gynogenetic fish is the
high rate of inbreeding that occurs as a result of all
the genetic material being derived from the female.

and costly.

Immunological technique
This technique is based on the auto-immune response
of the fish. Immature fish are sensitised with iniections of a gonad extract to produce antibodies to their
own gonads and thus induce sterility. It may be possible to administer the gonad extract in the food, but
the technique is at an early stage of research'
Hormone treatment
The quickest and most direct way of sterilising salmon
is by hormone treatment. Administration of the male
hormone methyl testosterone at the right dosage can
be used to sterilise both male and female fish. For
salmon the hormone is administered during the fry
stage and followed by a dietary supplement for 12

*eékr frotn frrst feed. Dosage rates and time periods
are critical and vary between species,

Both methyl testosterone, the male hormone used

to produce either all male or sterile stock, and the

female hormone oestradiol, are prescription drugs.
They can only be obtained through, and administered
by or under the supervision of, a vet' The clearance
time for the hormone in the fish is very short and no
signifrcant residues are left when the fish are harveited at l8 months or 2 years of age. Hormone treated

Fig.4: The process of

fish are apparently quite safe for human consumption, There is no more risk attached to eating a hormone treated fish than there is in eating a mature

gYnogenesis.
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from
to
be adverse reaction
trout or salmon

despite

the absence of risk

ikely to

To overcome this problem with rrour in the United
Kingdom farmers are now producing all female eggs
by crossing sex reversed females with normal females
and then treating these eggs to a heat shock in a water
bath to produce sterile female triploids (Fig, 5). The
heat shocking involves placing the eggs in a water
bath at 28 "c,40 minutes after fertilisation. Treatment procedures appear to differ slightly between dif-

treated

salmon. In the United Kingdom, where methyl testoslerone is used to sex reverse females in trout farms,

the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and

Food
recommends that such fish should not be used for sale
as food or for sporr. For New Zealand, it is likely that

the United States would not allow the importation of

ferent species to get the highest percentage of triploids

hormone treated salmon.

with the lowest mortality. lù(/ith salmon, pressure
treating the eggs af 700 atmospheres for 8-10 minutes, 15 minutes after fertilisation, appears to produce
better results than heat shocking.

Although direct hormone trearment is technically
the most attractive way to produce either sterile or
all female stock, salmon farmers in New Zealand will
have to consider very carefully whether using this
technique would be in the best inreresrs of the industry. Certainly in Scotland there is strong feeling among

This combination approach of using

hormone

treated frsh to produce all female stock and then physical shocking of the eggs to produce sterile triploids
appears to be the best technique to follow for salmon,
as it overcomes the problem of hormone treating fish
to be used for consumption. However, the drawback

some salmon farmers that hormone treated fish should
not be sold. In New Zealand, from my discussions
with individual salmon farmers, there seems to be a
consensus of opinion that hormone treated fish should

with salmon is again the problem of distinguishing
sex reversed females from normal males. Nevertheless, it would still be possible to make some use of
this combination technique. As described earlier, by
crossing a mixed group of sex reversed females and

not be sold and should be used only for broodstock
purposes.

liploidy
Another method of producing sterile fish is by induced
triploidy. If salmonid eggs are subiected to either a
heat shock in a wate
pressure
within about half an
triploids
are produced. These
ofchromosomes, which disrupts the normal sexual develop-

normal males with normal females the oflspring would
be 7 5o/o female and 25o/o male. If these were pressure
treated or heat shocked as eggs, three quarters of the

resulting farm stock would be sterile (Fig.

ment and should produce sterility, In practice,
however, it has been found that in rainbow trout and
the Japanese salmon (Oncorhynchus masou) female
triploids are sterile but males are not (H. Onozato

5).

Summary

In summary, in lrout and salmon farming early
maturing males result in production losses. As
maturity approaches they can fetch a low price
because of small size, poor quality flesh, and appearance. Vhere fish are to be marketed before the onset

pers. comm.). They develop normal sized testes and
secondary sex characteristics; they produce sperm but
are infertile.

Heat shock
or pressure
treatment

75% sterile
female

triploids
XXX

25% normal
male triploids
XXY XYY

Fig. 5: Combination of hormone rrearmenr and triploidy.
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. It is possible to produce triploid fish by pressure

of sexual maturity in the female' there are advantages
in eliminating males from the stock by producing all
female stock.
\üíith all female stock, production is lost into gonad

treating or heat shocking eggs soon after fertilisation. This produces sterile female frsh, but unfortunately males are likely to develop normal sized
testes and secondary sex characteristics.

.

. The easiest and most direct

method of producing
sterile or all female fish is the direct administration
of hormones during the early luvenile stages. Dosages are such that the frnal product is quite safe for

At this stage of knowledge the most practical method
available to salmon farmers is to hold a broodstock
of sex reversed females and ordinary males. These
two groups cannot be told apart, but by crossing fish
selected at random from this mixed group with normal females, the total number of males in a brood
year will be reduced by 50% to give a sex ratio of
75% female to 25% male'

human consumption' However, because of a perceived risk by the consumer and probable difficul-

ties with exports this direct approach is not
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salmon farmer.

Discussion
red to work that had been done on producing a tetraploid stock and crossing it on normal haploid stock
io give triploids. Dr Todd said he understood this had

Mr Moe raised the question of releasing sterilised flsh
from an ocean ranch. If they did not mature, surely
they would not have the spawning urge and so would
not return to the streams. Dr Todd agreed that, in
theory, they would not return, Experience in North
America with releases of hormone treated fish (he
thought it was coho salmon in Canada) had shown
that they did not come back. He stressed that sterile
stock production was not suitable for ocean ranching,
but only for cage rearing.
In answer to a question from Mr Jenkins about
separating sex reversed females from normal males,
Dr Todd said it would be interesting to see if the two
groups could be distinguished by the fact that the
males would mature at 2 yeers of age, or perhaps 3,
and the sex reversed females might mature at 3 and
4 years. This would be a useful way to separate males
from sex reversed females. He said that at Bubbling
Springs Clive Barker had hormone treated some fish
and so there should be some sex reversed females
there, and he was interested to see how they would

not been very successful,

Mr Bradley inquired to what age sterile flsh would
live. Dr Todd replied that he did not know the answer
for Pacific salmon because there was not enough pub-

lished information. However, sterile trout lived 2-3
years beyond the normal age.

Dr Glova asked whether the genetic diversity of

stock
portio
Todd
stocks

a

having a disPro-

to males, and Dr
Producing such

a cage and Pond

rearing than to ocean ranching'

In reply t
techniques
Todd said

of how far these

aPPlication, Dr

rt

sex reversing

frsh immediately; the kits were available' However,
they should remember that it took a couple of years
for the fish to mature, The other methods would not
be available so soon. They were being worked on, but
needed a development period of a few years'

develop.

Mr Jungalwalla wondered why Dr Todd seemed to
have disregarded the use of tetraploid stock; he refer35

Hatchery rearing of sockeye salmon in New
Zealand
E.

Graynoth and

L. J. Hawke

Fjsheries Research Division,

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries, Christchurch
In recent years FRD has developed some experience

in the breeding and freshwater rearing of

the eggs were fertile, and only 50 weak fry were
hatched and reared. The fate of these fry is unknown.

sockeye

salmon. \ùfle have found that these fish are not difficult to rear, grow rapidly, and are good to eat. We
believe that they could form the basis of a freshwarer
farming industry.

Later studies on the biology of sockeye in New
Zealand showed that some male fish matured at 3
years of age and that most fish of both sexes matured
at 4 years of

The objective of this paper is to document the rearing techniques we have used, growth rates, and other
features of the fish. This should be of use ro commercial salmon farmers and to FRD staff responsible
for the maintenance of broodstocks of this species.

age.

There have been suggestions that the ova sent to
New Zealand may have been derived, in part, from
landlqcked sockeye or kokanee (Hardy 1983).
Although this hypothesis cannor be totally rejecred,
there is considerable evidence that most ova were
derived from sea run fish, This evidence includes the
size, timing, and location of the ancestral spawning
runs, the hatchery practices in British Columbia, and
the intent of the introductions. Recent studies have
shown that the sockeye in New Zealand have behaviour patterns and other features consistent with an

Hakataramea hatchery, 1902-07
The sockeye salmon stocks in New Zealand are all
derived from a single introduction of ova from Canada. During August and September 1901, ll million
eggs were collected from anadromous sockeye salmon
which entered tributaries of Shuswap Lake, Fraser
River system (Department of Marine and Fisheries
1902, p. 240 and 1903, p. 258), Eventually, jusr over
half a million of these eggs were freighted to New
Zealand and were incubated at a temporary hatchery

anadromous ancestry. Despite this, attempts to develop
a sea run stock failed, though some fish probably did
return from the sea. For êxample, L, F, Ayson, the
Chief Inspector of Fisheries, stated in 1916 that an
occasional sea run sockeye had been taken in previous
spawning seasons, the last being a pair caught in the
Twizel River in May 1915. However, there is no firm
historical evidence in the form of photographs, scales,
or otoliths, and there are certainly no recent records
of sea run sockeye. In our view, because of the extensive oceanic migrations of sockeye salmon, it would
be difficult, perhaps impossible, to establish a large
seagoing population of these fish in New Zealand.

at Parsons Creek, a tributary of Lake Ohau (Ayson
1958). By May 1902, 91200 fry had been liberated
into tributaries of Lake Ohau and 5000 fry into the
Hakataramea River, a lower tributary of the !üaitaki
River. The remaining fry (about 25 000) were reared
at the government hatchery at Hakataramea and were
released at intervals into the Hakataramea River. Most

of the fish were released either as yearlings

in
November 1902 or as 2-year-olds in October 1903.
Several other smaller releases were made, the last of

Hatchery rearing, 1976-84
In New Zealand, sockeye salmon

which was a release of ll 5-year-old fish in 1907.
Unfortunately there is little information available on
the size and other fearures of these fish and virtually
no information on the conditions under which they
were kept. From the records which are available (M.
Flain pers. comm.) it seems that by November 1902
the yearling salmon averaged 5 inches (13 cm) in
length and some were smolting. The mortality rate
varied considerably. In their second year of life only
7o/o of the fish died, but large numbers of 3-year-old
fish died in March, April, and May 1904 and 600lo of
the stock died during these months in 1905. In 1905
a number of fish matured and were stripped. Few of

are found only in
the rù(/aitaki River catchmenr. They spawn in Larch
Stream and other spring fed streams at the head of
Lake Ohau during late February and March. Fry
emerge from the gravels in July and migrate down
stream to Lake Ohau. They live in the midwater
regions of the lake and feed on zooplankton as well.
as on insects taken from the water surface. At I year
of age some frsh migrate down stream to Lake
Benmore. The fish return to spawn at 2-5 years of
age and usually range in length from 18 to 40 cm.
\ù7e have trapped Larch Stream since 197ó
and collected ova for hatchery rearing in L976,1977,1979,
36

collected. These were reared at Silverstream' except
for about 23 000 ova which were incubated at Glenariffe. In July 1984, 140 000 fry were released back
into Larch Stream in an attempt to boost the stocks'
The remaining fry were either retained for experi-

and 1982. Table 1 summarises the features of the
pârent frsh and gives information on the number of
ova collected, incubation dates, locations, survival
rates, etc.

In 1976 most of the 3900 ova collected were incubated at Peacock Springs, Christchurch. The objective was to develop a broodstock for conservation
purposes. Atthough a flood damaged the incubation
iacilities and ova, some fish survived and lived for a
few years in the ponds (N' Isaac pers. comm' 1979)'

ments or distributed to salmon farmers for pond
rearing.

Reproduction
Date of maturity
Most sockeye became mature and ready for stripping
over 1-2 weeks in March. In 1984 the 2-year-old fish
held at Glenariffe were stripped on 12 March. Many
fish were found to be overripe and stripping should
ideally have been done a week or so earlier, Similarly,
in 1979 stripping was delayed until l0 and 17 April
and it was suspected that fish were overripe at that

The remaining 200 ova were incubated in an
aquarium at FRD's old laboratory in \üíillis Street,

!üellington. The fry hatched in May 197ó and were
reared until August 1977. They were kept indoors in
a trough and later in a small circular plastic pool. The
water was cold (10-13'c) and was recirculated
through an ultraviolet light source and a container of
crushed oyster shells, The frsh were fed once a day
during the week, initialty with a variety of foods,
including minced liver, but later with a dry pelleted
diet obtained from the Silverstream hatchery near
Christchurch. Periodically, some fish were measured
and killed to remove otoliths and determine the relationship between fish length and otolith width. This
information was needed to assess growth rates of wild

time also.
Fecundity
There were indications that hatchery reared sockeye
salmon contained more ova at maturity than did wild
frsh of the same size.
Mature 2-year-old females of the 1982 year class
contained on average 1590 ova (n:7, range 14002300). The fish averaged 39 cm in length and 840 g
in weight. Vild fish of this size would normally be 3
or 4 years of age and contain only about 800 ova. The
reasons for this difference are not totally understood.
It is probable that the rapid growth of hatchery fish
caused the production of fairly large numbers of small

frsh.

1977 a further 700 ova were incubated
In June 1978 attempts were made to
introduce some of the yearlings from this brood into
sea \ /ater at the FRD Mahanga Bay shellfish labora-

In March

at Vellington.

tory in rü(/ellington. In August 1978 the remaining

frsh were transferred to Silverstream. They were kept
in outside raceways until February 1980, at which
time the 28 survivors, some of which were the largest
sockeye ever seen in New Zealand (up to 2'5 kg, Fig.

eggs. \ü(iater hardened ova averaged 0.066 g and were

considerably smaller than ova from wild fish (0'080.102 e),

The number of eggs which can be produced by a
hatchery broodstock of sockeye salmon depends on

1), were kitled and incinerated after an outbreak of
whirling disease (Anon, 1980)'

In the late 1970s it became evident that the sockeye
salmon stocks in the !Øaitaki River were being threatened by the Upper \ùíaitaki power scheme (Graynoth
1979). In particular, the main migration route up the
Ohau River was being dammed' Therefore, attempts
were made to establish new spawning runs in tributaries of Lake Benmore, and fish were salvaged from
below the Ruataniwha dam (Hawke 1982)'

ln

1979,

ó00 ova were collected and incubated at Silverstream. The fry were raised in the disease-free unit
until early October, when they were adipose clipped
and released in the Ahuriri Arm of Lake Benmore'
16

As there was still concern about the future of sock-

eye

in

1982, another 5200 ova were collected from

aãults which entered Larch Stream. They were incu-

bated

at Silverstream and in September 1982 the

resulting fry were transferred to Glenariffe and reared
to establish a broodstock. The fish thrived and in
March 1984 most matured and 669 000 eggs were

l: Three-year-old sockeye salmon killed in February 1980
after the outbreak of whirling disease in rainbow trout being

Fig.

reared at the Silverstream hatchery.
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TABLE

l:

Details of sockeye salmon ¡ea¡ed

Origin

in New Zealand

hatche¡ies

Number

Numbers

of

Length

Year

parents

t902

Canada

r976

L.
L.
L.
L.

t977

t979
1982
1984

Ohau
Ohau
Benmore
Ohau

Glenarife

Males

Females

Age

(cm)

0st

4'I

26

J

58't
20

r

9
2

l8t

2

30t

34

,q

218

578

4

26-30

3'f

f

32
22

2

34-46

(x

of ova

Date
stripped

1000)

Incubation
temp. ("c)

Dare
harched

432
3.9
0.7

27 Aug-22 Sep
24 Mar

10.9

15 May

20 Mar

t0.2-t2.0

ló.6

24-27 Feb

5.2

16-19 Ma¡
12 Mar

12.6-13.6
12.2-13.6
l l.5-13.5

l7-20 May
9-22 Apr
29 Apr-14 May
24-28 Apr

669

Dec

Location

u)
æ

Year

Ova incubated

Fry reared

Juveniles reared

Purpose of rearing

t902
t976

L. Ohau

L. Ohau and

Hakataramea
Peacock Springs

acclimatisarion

and \Vellington
Silverstream

Peacock Springs
and rù(/ellington

Hakataramea
Peacock Springs
and rù(rellington

t977

!|üellington

Vellingron

t979

Silverstream

1982
I 984

Silverstream

Silverstream
Silverstream
Silverstream

*
f
f

Silverstream

-s

otoliths, broodsrock
otoliths, pond rearing,
salinity tolerance
stocking L. Benmore

Glenariffe

broodstock

-l

restocking L. Ohau,
pond rearing

Unknor¡n,
Approximate number.
Subscript refers to year of life at which smolt migrated down srream from lake of initial residence.
$ Juveniles released into L. Benmore.
ll Not yet reared.

Survival to
hatching (o/o)
28

90+
90+
77
89
55

(74'/"). There are several factors which could have

the size of the fish, their growth rates' age at maturity,
and sex ratios.
Unfortunately there were insufficient data to determine accurately the fecundity of hatchery reared frsh
older than or markedly different in size from those
in the 1982 year class, From Foerster (1968, p. 123)

caused the low survival rates of delayed fertilised eggs:
these include overripeness of the fish, stress, diet, and

handling and stripping techniques.
Incubation

Ova were successfully incubated in shallow trays,
hatchery iars, and \íashington trays. (Sockeye ova are
much smaller than those from quinnat salmon or trout
and range from about 4.5 to 5.2 mm in diameter
depending on the origin and size of the female from
which they came. Therefore trays need to be constructed of finer mesh than for other species.)
The eggs became eyed 16-17 days after fertilisation
in water temperatures of 10-13 "c (Table l). Ideally
the ova should be kept in the dark' in slow-flowing
water (less than 15 mm/s) with a fairly low dissolved
oxygen level (Mead and rüloodall 1968)'
After the ova were physically shocked (day 28) and
the dead ova removed, the eyed ova were transferred
to hatching baskets or trays in shallow troughs.
Hatching took place 44-61 days after fertilisation
(Table 1). The date of hatching depended on water
temperatures and other factors. Most ova hatched
between 600 and 700 (c) degree-days after fertilisation. This result was similar to the results of overseas
studies (Foerster 1968, p. 151, Fallis 1970), which also

and our research, we estimate that 2-year-old fish
which average 30 and 35 cm in length (380 and 600 g
1200 ova
roduce ab

e-year-old
(17
ce about 2

length

erage 50,
4800 g in
6200 ova

respectively.

would seem best to breed from 2-year-old fish'
Stripping and fertilisation of ova
Stripping and fertilisation of ova from wild fish was
a straightforward operation' Ripe fish were trapped
and held in a "live box" for a few days until the ova
or milt were running. The fish were then killed by a
blow to the head and towelled dry. The females were
cut with small scissors from the vent forwards and
the ova eased out into a bowl. The milt was stirred
into the ova, left for about 30 seconds, and then rinsed
away with clean water. Vacuum flasks were half frlled
with fertilised ova, topped up with water' and left
undisturbed for an hour so that the ova could expand
and harden, After a final rinse ofthe ova, the vacuum
flasks were fitled to the brim with cold water (10ll "c), sealed, and transported to the hatchery for

showed that the number of temperature units required
for incubation increased slowly above about l5 'c and
decreased sharply below 7'c'
After emergence the alevins remained at the bottom ofthe trays for about l6-19 days and then started
to become more active and to swim up to the water
surface, At this stage they were fed with a very finely
divided, high protein, starter diet. It was the policy
at Silverstream (based on overseas research) to
as Possible, well
absorbed, Theredegree-daYs after
omes comPletelY
absorbed some 1000-1300 (c) degree-days after fertilisation, depending on water temperatures (Dong and

incubation. This was a very successful method, Most
ova were fertilised and there was a high survival rate,
even though they were left in the vacuum flasks for
up to l0 hours and transported considerable distances.

In an experiment in 1979 the milt and ova were
kept separate until they reached the Silverstream

haichery. There were two batches of ova, one chilled
in ice to 3.3 'c and the other kept in a vacuum flask
at 10.4 'c. Both batches were fertilised with milt from

Brannon 1978).

a vacuum flask (10,4'c) and incubated separately,

Survival rates

Survival rates to hatching were reasonably good (76%
for the chilled ova and 81o/o for the ova held at ambient
temperature in the vacuum flask) and were slightly
higher than the survival rate of 74o/o ftom a batch of
ovã which was fertilised and water hardened in the
field.
However, in a similar experiment in 1984 delayed
fertilisation was not successful and survival rates were
low (52olo), probably because the fish stripped were
overripe. Eggs which were stripped from the broodstock at Glenariffe, fertilised immediately, and water

hardened on site had

a much better survival

No detailed records were kept on the survival rates
of the 1976 and 1977 year classes. Most of the ova
were successfully fertilised and hatched. A few fry
refused to feed, but losses were insignificant. A break-

down of losses from the three year classes reared at
Silverstream is given in Table 2'
Greatest mortalities were due to the unsuccessful
fertilisation of ova, or occurred during early fry life.
The poor survival of the 1984 ova could have been
caused by a variety of factors including the overripeness of the fish when stripPed.

rate
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TABLE 2: Mortality of the 1979, 1982' and
during each life stage)

1984 year classes reared at the Silverstrearn hatchery (proportion

Days after

Life

Year class

(o/o

dying)

fertilisation
stage

(approximate)

Ova fertilisation to post shocking
Eyed egg incubation and hatching
After hatching

0-27\
28-6rJ
62-90
9r-190

Pinheads

Fingerlings to maturity

*
f

of the original stock dying

t979

t9-26
3

I

190+

1982

6
52

'2]'
3-t

1984

26-48
22

Fish released into L, Benmo¡e.
Data not yet available.

Some newly emerged fry either do not start feeding
or grow at a much slower rate than usual. These frsh
have long thin bodies and large heads and are usually
called "pinheads". The incidence of pinheads can
possibly be reduced by careful management and frequent feeding of fry wirh a finely divided starrer dier.
\ù(lild fry usually hide beneath stones during the
day
and emerge to feed at dusk and during the night.
Therefore, it is important to protect the fry from

The survival of the 1982 year class reared at Glenariffe was not as good as that of the 1977 year class.
In September 1983 fish began showing symptoms of
muscle spasms: they turned on their sides and occasionally jumped out of the raceways. From November
to February 173 fish died, or about 4.6% of the
broodstock.

The mortalities were significantly higher (5.7o/o) in
fish that were maturing at 2 years of age than in fish
that were immature and probably destined to mature
at 3 years of age (1.1%). Although more males (75olo)
than females were affected, this is probably just a con-

exposure to bright light during the day, or alternatively to feed them at dusk and during the night, Vhen
the fish are larger, grading them into size groups may
reduce numbers of stunted flsh and diflerences in

sequence of the higher percentage of males (73o/o) in
the stock maturing at 2 years of age.

growth rates.

Fingerling and juvenile fish had an excellenr survival rate under normal hatchery conditions. In our
experience the only deaths that occurred were due to
scale loss during nerting, and accidents. Unlike quinnat salmon, the sockeye did not seem to be cannibalistic; a wide size range of fish were successfully
reared in the same raceway.

The cause of death is not known at present. Autopsies showed that the musculature of the tail and pos-

terior half of the body had wasted away and was
unusually light in colour. No diseases or parasires have
been found in the dead flsh. The syndrome is probably caused by a vitamin defrciency in the diet (N.
Boustead pers. comm.).

Fish of ¡he 1977 year class reared at Silverstream
had excellent survival rates and most became mature
at 2 years of age (Table 3). Most of these mature fish

Growth rates
The growth rates of sockeye salmon in hatcheries
depend mainly on water temperatures and the amount

were then hand stripped, after which most died.
However, some survived, as did the mature fish that
were not stripped. This is unusual because wild sockeye in New Zealand and overseas have always died
after spawning.
TABLE 3: Estimated numbe¡s and

and quality of food supplied to the frsh.
The 1976 and 1977 year classes grew slowly (Fig.
2) because they were kept in cold water and, at least

sizes of fish matu¡ing at different ages (mortalities and fish sampled have been includéd)
Males

Date
sampled

Year class
t977

7 Apr

1978
1979
29 Feb 1980

l0 Apr

1982

l8 May
12

Age
(years)

Females

Length
No

Length

(cm)

No

(cm)

I

0

7

2J

28

2l

2;

3

6

60

5

60

1983

I

Ma¡ 1984
Mar 1985

2
3

40

2

0

33

l8

0

07f

42

749

78

ó8

744

40
68

Theoretical growth curve at 15o C
1976
1977
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1982

Fish maturing

year class
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year class
year class
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Fig. 2: Growth rates of sockeye salmon reared

initially, were fed only once a day, Later year classes
were reared in warmer water and fed several times a
day or by use of demand feeders. The best growth
wai shown by the 1982 yeat class; l-year-old fish
gth and
nd 1000
rifle and
fish will
5000 g (66-71cm) by March 1985. If this does occur
these fish will be considerably larger than most anadromous sockeye which average about 2700 kg (Ricker

J.

J

2-year-old

1-year-old
in New Zealand hatcheries'

R. Brett and his Canadian colleagues have

undertaken exhaustive studies on the influence of diet,
water temperatures, and other factors on the growth
of fuvenile anadromous sockeye salmon. Brett (1974)
describes a table of instantaneous growth rates which

can
of fi
The
theo

owth of different sizes
the maximum ration'

at about 15 'c and this
curve is shown in Fig'
2. lùØe have assumed that the ova and young fry have
been reared in slightly cooler water' 10-13 "c, and
that they averaged I g in mid July' The growth of

1982).

4l

the 1982 year class closely follows this theoretical

taken into account when predictions are made of the
numbers and sizes of fish available for marketing at

curve even though water temperatures were usually
lower than 15 'c (8-12 'c, Fig. 3).

different

Therefore, it seems that the New Zealand stocks
of sockeye salmon grow at a similar rate to those over-

dates.

Condition factor

There is no evidence that the fish grow exceptionally slowly or rapidly. Ve hope this means that
seas.

The sockeye reared in hatcheries have high condition

the results of overseas studies on sockeye growth rates

factors, that is, they are fairly heavy for their length.
Mean condition factors (g X 107/mm3) for immature
fish averaged about 130 (range 115-140); mature fish
averaged 137 (1977 year class) and 160 (1982 year
class), By contrast immarure lake dwelling fish usu-

are also generally applicable to rhe New Zealand
stocks.

The results show that under ideal conditions sockeye could reach an average size of 250 g by mid July,
about 16 months after fertilisation of ova. In slightly
cooler waters, such as at Glenarifle, they would reach

ally have average condition factors less than about
124 and mature fish less than 133.
Hatchery fish appear srouter than wild fish and
usually have large amounts of fat around their intes-

this size l7z months later, at the end of August.
So far, we have not attempted to cull fish or grade
them into different size classes. Consequently, there
is always a wide size range of fish present. For
example, in December 1983 fish of the 1982 year class
being reared at Glenariffe ranged in length from 22
to 45 cm and in weight from 160 to 1500 g. The fish
averaged 576 g (standard deviation of 248 g). This
variation in size, and hence growth rate, needs to be

tines and other organs. The high condition factors are
no doubt related to their rapid growth rates. However,

maturing fish have foreshortened snouts ("hatchery
noses") due to abrasion on raceway screens and sides
and this may, in part, account for this high condition
factor.

Diet and conversion rates
In New Zealand lakes sockeye consume mainly zooplankton, small fish such as bullies (Gobiomorphus
spp.), snails, and chironomid larvae and adults. In New

Silverstream
Glenariffe

-

Lake Waitaki

Zealand hatcheries they have grown successfully when

Wellington

fed on a variety of natural foods such as earthworms

Larch Stream

and white worms and several dry and semi-moist
hatchery diets.

o

Races

o

o)

J

(!

o)

o.

E10
o
o
(ú

There is little information available on conversion
rates. In 1979, at the Silverstream hatchery, conversion rates of 1.6 for small fish between 0.6 and 7.2 g
were recorded. They were fed with a semi-moist diet
which contained about 28olo water. Older fish reared
at Silverstream and Glenariffe were fed on rhe standard dry diet (90lo water) used for quinnat salmon and
had conversion rates ranging between 1.1 and 1.5 (M.
Field-Dodgson pers. comm.).

Jars
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Races

Brett (1971, 1974) has undertaken exrensive studies

pz

\

on the optimum diet and conversion rates of juvenile
sockeye salmon. Ve suggest salmon farmers consult
these publications to determine the best diet and

--/

È

ration.

---\

Sex ratios
The 1977 year

class contained equal numbers of both
sexes and this is also usual in wild populations. How-

ever, the 1982 year class contained an exceptional
number (59o/o) of males (Table 3). The reasons for
this are not known at present. The 1982 year class
also contained three hermaphrodites.

Fig. 3: Vater temperatures in a major spawning stream (Larch
Stream), in a rearing lake (Lake V/aitaki), and hatcheries
(Vellington, Silverstream, and Glenariffe).
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females had increased to 6'60/o and 4'lo/o of the body
weight respectively and a few fish were ripe'

Age at maturitY

they grow rapidly'

The 1977 year class grew fairly slowly for hatchery
reared frsh and ,totte matnt.d in March, at I year of
age, because'they averaged only about l0 g' However,
a few deep
U"y R.rgntt, at 11, years of age, there were
mature
probably
were
Uä¿ie¿ aná coloured fish which

Therefore, an attempt was made to keep 50 mature
2-yea:.-old males alive by continued feeding' This
failed and only one frsh survives at August 1984'

males.

Behaviour
the

shm

ar
of
m

wou
Poss

have matured at 4 Years'

The 1982 year class
were 33 mature l-Yearin May 1983. This is,
deflnite record of socke
The frsh were easily identified because they swam at
the tail of the shoal and were more colourful than

from the bed of the racewaY'

Appearance

shorter than immature fish, but deep bodied and heavy
for their length. Although the males contained fully

developed teites ald were running with milt, they
still continued to féed and had good growth and sur-

vival ratee.

the tail.
The fish start to darken in early to mid December'
By the end of January they are quite colourful, with
embedded scales, a thickened skin, and a laterally
compressed and deePened bodY'

From a commercial viewpoint it is probably best to

w
abóut
1.0 g). The mature
(310:400 mm) than
1.1olo

of the body

ries weighed

market fish by the end of November, before they start
to colour up and the gonads start to develop.

ova-

(0'4arger

mm)'

Flesh condition and taste

By mid January 1984 the external sexual characterisiics anã colour of mature frsh began to develop
and it was possible to accurately sex about 95% of the
stock. Thé gonad weight of maturing males and

Hatchery reared fish usually have a firm, oily flesh
which ij tight orange in colour. In our opinion the
flesh is supirior in texture and flavour to most river
43

The salmon were reared in a 30-m-long, 3-m-wide,
and l-m-deep conclere raceway at Glenaritre, Thé

general, more space is required by sockeye because
as they mature they become very active, eipecially at

dusk.

Introduction to salt water

The ancesrral home of the New Zealand, stocks

the sea. In that time they have developed a tolerance
to sea warer (\üØilliams 1969), High morralities occur
if they enter sea water prematurèly. It is imposible
to duplicate the ancestral conditions here in New
Zealand, where wild fish grow more rapidly and there
is no river similar in size and characrei to in. Fraser.
However, it may be possible ro produce fish of the
correct size and age if they were fed on a restricted
diet in a cold-water hatchery,

Fig. 5: Mature 2-year-old sockeye (reared at Glenariffe) show_
ing the darker colo¡ation and change in form bv late February 1984.

Two saltwater tolerance experiments have

dwelling trout, but is inferior 10 sea run quinnat

As the fish mature the flesh deteriorates
in texture.

been

conducted so far and others are planned. In the first,
yearlings of the 1977 year class were introduced intó
salt waterjn May 1978. These fish averaged l3ó mm
and 36 g. They were silvery and most werã immature.
A few males had small testes which extended the

salmon.

becomes whiter and watery

is

and

Environmental requirements
No detailed studies have been undertaken on the
environmental requirements and tolerances of the

New Zealand stocks of sockeye salmon, presumably
they are similar to overseas stocks of kokanee and
anadromous sockeye. Although the salmon have been
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died after showing symptoms of muscle spasms and
wasting. Generally the frsh were free of diseases and
parasites.

.

The fish were not difficult to rear in hatcheries and
consumed a variety of foods. Their flesh was of good

quality.

.
The second experiment was done in July 1983'
when yearlings (230 mm and 160 g) were introduced
directly into sea water at the Glenariffe hatchery'
Thirteãn fish were left for 18 hours in full strength
sea water, Although two died, probably from net
iniury, the remainder appeared well, even -though they
tost ábout l3o/o of their body weight. The survivors
were killed and blood samples taken for later ânalysis'
Several other frsh were placed directly into sea water
and two lived for at least 8 weeks; they fed at night
on insects which fell on to the water surface.
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Discussion

mone treatment or similar.

Mr Galat

asked what diseases had been seen in
Mr Dodgshun replied that there was
virtually no disease at Glenariffe. There was some_
thing that might be a vitamin C deficiency, but it had
appeared only in large, mature fish. Only a very small
number of deaths occurred in young frsh.
sockeye salmon.

Mr O'Sullivan sought Mr Graynoth's opinion about
when sockeye should be introduced to salt water. Mr
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Mr Chamberlain

asked

if the

age of maturity could

be controlled by selection from stock that marured at
4 years. Mr Graynoth agreed that this seemed to be

a possibility, but in reality the genetic influence did
not appear to be very strong. Originally fish had been
maturing at 4 years, but in 1973 there was a good
run of 3-year-olds, and since then there had been some
runs of 2-year-olds.

Salmon and the law
R.

w. Little

Fisheries Management Division,
Ministry of Ag-riculture and Fisheries, Wellington
these groups must get together to decide on a solution

The enthusiasm generated so far at this conference
needs to be treated with caution. The marketing ses-

that suits them.
Tiansfer of stock
The matter that seems most worrying at present is
the transfer of fish around the country' Originally we
had a mental picture of a few farms, which would
raise their own stock, and perhaps there would be a
small amount of sale between farms. Of course it has

ment down a bit.

not been like this. Ova are being transferred all around
the country, and this creates problems.
The biggest problem in the long run is to the farm-

ers themielves. The main reason for controls on
movement of ova is to control disease, This is both
real and what is seen to be disease control by overseas
countries. Government agencies like Fisheries
Research Division and Animal Health Division have
to be satisfled that there is no exchange of pathogens
around the country. They are not greatly concerned
if international certifrcation is necessary - they can
user PaYs
employ more
isease-free
it
but
basis
additional
status to convi
have to be
certification is
sure that there is no exchange of pathogens from one
place to another. It is not iust a case of -examining
salmon as the occasion arises; we must also be able
to be confident of our disease-free status in talks with
other governments'
The United States Government also has some concern about competition from New Zealand salmon'
If we are to argue for our product, we need to be
absolutely sure of it.

you should. If you get into trouble because of water
iightr o. town and country planning pfocedures, don't
cJme running to us for help' You must be aware of
are time conent or a catchlots of time; so
prepared
for
it.
be

In New Zealand, remember that everyone has a say
in what you want to do. In fish farming there are lots
of people you need to convince before you can get
starìed, but it seems to me that is a good thing, because
you need to think about your project before you start'

are made,
Several things have been proposed for legislation'
For example, closure of the area around the entrance
to a salmon farm to protect returning stock has been

Approvals of new farms
tü(/ith sea cage rearing there are several things to worry
about. First of all, is it legal in the area? Are ova

be closed would be

would want a small

available? There are other considerations too' Site
selection comes last. Government is not involved in

an area as Possible.
e simPlY'

marketing

or

economic evaluationr but someone

should be. Perhaps Government should become more
critical of these factors' but is it Government's place
to do this? Certainly there needs to be rationalisation
of development.

it
pr
m
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Disc ussio n
Mr M, Newman

it was done by
ry, and the acclicatch was a fact

observed that two speakers had so
far mentioned the quality of sea caught fish, and it
was good at the time of catching, but it needed to be

of the resource.

were different. New Zealand could sell fresh fish in
the United States during the Northern Hemisphere
off season, and that would help to build up the market
there.

Mr McNeill asked about legislation on subjects like
by-catch and processing; if it could be established, it
would be complex. How could it be enforced? ÍVlr
Little replied that the Government liked ro rhink of

Fishermen could nor be stopped from fishing and they
were bound to catch some salmon. At least the datà
on by-catch would now become available, and they
were much needed.

Mr Townsend asked
between business and

if FMD saw itself as a buffer

slowing-down process.
many inquiries about
people who had ponds

d about FMD's policy on cage
ough Sounds. The question was
who answered that the policy

aimed .at being simple and included things like
restricting gear and closing off areas where salmon
were common
in fact, trying to make it uneco_

nomic to seek salmon.
But if these did not work, more
complex systems would be necessary.
Mr Crowe asked why the law on by-catch had been
introduced just as the industry \ryas getting off the

?:llt'rii,î;

Farmìng Acr was
?J'"",H
"-.hlåpolicy
of salmon, and FMD's
was

to process any
applications it received in accordance with the Act.
About six applications had been received so far.
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Acclimatisation society overview of salmon
farming results
J. W. Tonkin
Secretary, Salmon Commíttee

of Council of

The Fisheries Act 1983, section 71, part 5,

South

says:

Acclimatisation Societies shall be responsible for the
all
protection, managemenl
ãcclimatised fish species
conservation of alt indige
and their

habitats as

theY

lsl

ova that would in the short term have been available
to the recreational angler. There was quiet despera-

the

tion that if the early ventures failed, or were only
marginally successful, a tremendous quantity of ova

cies

may have been irretrievablY lost.

dis-

Still, on the face of it, the group within the movement felt that more could be gained through commercial develo
but w
made
to the-anglers'
eration was th
resource should have not only some inbuilt preservations for the wild stock, but equally angler interests

tricts of administration.
That the Acclimatisation Society Movement (ASM)

and the commercial interests represented here today
have a mutual concern with salmon is stating the
obvious, and quoting the section of the Fisheries Act
that I háve highlighti the fact that the interests I speak
for have moré thãn a desire to maintain the ûshery'
They are responsible to protect, manage, and enhance'
The'commeìcial intereits are required, too, to do all

but
Research Dlvision,
are vitally intereste

those things,

and Accli mati sation Societ ies, Ashburton

should be protected by some visible promise of advantage. The fact that the developers conceded to this
prlnciple suggests that there was some basis for our

Fisheries

attitudes.

f their role,
of the Act:

The natural life cycle of the salmon did give some
assurance in that if any successful increase in the

protect, manage, enhance.

In short, these three disparate groups are all vitally
interested in a successful and thriving salmon fishery'
ment was at the stage of making quite significant steps
to boost the recreational frshery. It was apparent that
the wherewithat in the way of ova would not be available for two major developments, and it was agreed
that all society projects should take second place to
commercial effort to develop runs homing on new

facilities; namely, Lake Coleridge discharge, Bells
Pond onthe rÙíaitaki, and lCl/tü(/attie's facility on the
Clutha. As you know, others soon became involved,
notably Bubbling Springs on the Takaka River'

mercial development of salmon, the heat might go
off the trout fãrming issue, and time has probably
proved this to be correct.

At about this time the principle was developed, and
accepted by all parties, that since some ova and smolts
*ete being used for pond rearing to pan size for sale
and had nó prospect of adding either to the wild stock
or the angler's bag, a proportion of the ova grown on
should be released back into either their natal waters

Anglers generally, except in recording the size of
notoriously conservative lot' Howtheir õatchðs,
^
stupid nor with-out imagination
neither
ever, they aré ^re
to many of them the prosand
or a'sense of history,
pect of salmon dev
was merely going
had apparently h

or some water that would be acceptable to the Salmon
Committee. By and large this has worked, for our part
at least, with some success. Indeed it lets me speak
to my subiect with some confrdence.

crayfish fishery or

At the same time' the proposal to develop a successful commercial salmon fishery was obviously going

lùlith a certain amount of presumption, considering
the equivocal state of the ownership of salmon, the

to make some pretty severe inroads into the pool of
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early catch cry of salmon politicians was

..rJØhat,s

in

it for the angler?" To my mind, to date, many of the
promises made in promoting their proiects by com-

quite certain that it would not have done so with the
speed we have witnessed over the past few years.
One river in which the impact of commercial activ-

mercial interests have been justified.

. Nose tagging results have shown that an increasing

number of angler caught fish have originated from
salmon farms.

. The existence of N.Z. Salmon Co. and Blackford
Salmon Farm was cited as a positive factor in the
application for a Water Conservarion Order for the

plionsay

.

The numbers of fish going down the Clutha and
Rakaia Rivers have increased tremendously.

T
favo
that

ge angler, looking at

all the impondera6les
be difficult ro derermine iust what impact commercial development has
had. If salmon returning were coloured to match the
state of their proprietor's bank balance, it would be
simple for all, Just frsh for the blue ones. But it's not
as easy as that. Statistics do give some leads though,
and they do reflect the optimism with which develse. They also begin ro
he ASM ro be a part of
development were not

an

:å",ïiffi:il;1.':í,:

is

of what the residual run
was. The 1981, 1982, and 1983 figures of the estimated angler catch u¡ere 120, 200, and 800, and by
1984 it had risen to 1400. A ,.guessrimate,, of the totai
return to the river is in the vicinity of 5000 frsh.
Admittedly Mark Gillard made the guesstimare, but
he has grounds to be forgiven if he is enthusiastic.
The pessimists among the angling community were
quick to point out that the Salmon Committèe had

sold out to commerce when after a couple of bad years

of adult runs ova supplies could not be maintãined
on.the levels budgeié¿ anA as a resuh all society

projects were abandoned for the time being in favour

of commercial efforts. This led in some lases ro a
deterioration of a developing attitude of trust which

was growing between recreational and commercial
interests. The oft repeated claim by some of the

Returning tagged fish from the l97g-79 season
onwards show a continuing upward movement of
angler catch as compared with total numbers of tagged
fish and this will no doubt be referred to by otlh-ers
over the weekend. Perhaps the river where thii is most
graphically illustrated is the Rangitata. Fisheries
Research Division has established ihat 600 fish of

were saying we

had

other,

some of the develo
doing
nothing. Bearing in
f whó
actually owned the salmon, we had to act from the
status quo, that is, we had some right to the management of the species. To be accused of doing nothing, to our minds, was less than kind and no true
reflecdon of fact, considering that all ova and smolts
made available to developers had come from what
had by tradition (if not in facQ been a resource over
which we had had a proprierory inrerest.

tage of the angler.

Look at it another way: there have been no liber_

The next major difficulty in which we were at odds

commercial hatcheries, Perhaps the decision made by

the ASM to establish a run homing on Silverstream
as a means of providing ova and smolts to enhance
the recreational fishery would have worked, but it is

aggressive attitudes developed
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could have

been

I

avoided. Basically the problem the ASM faced was
not their members' entrenched views on what they

refer to Tony Cro\rye's proposal for the Ellesmere

willingness to keep in touch with our interests suggests there is a pool of goodwill that will go a long

products.

way towards an understanding.

Now it
you here t
then (as n
law as set

seriously. rf(/e were statutorily required 1o act in any
breach of the law and indeed there were those among

wh
moder
pretty
could
us

r

Prosecuti
onlY at the

ing within

together.

ded if som
had been taken by Fisheries Management Division,
and perhaps it should be said that the whole path of

how much should there be, and in
should it move? How will it be
direction
what
frnanced? Is it possible to attain research objectives
which will satisfy all three members of our current
Research

commercial development could have been much
smoother if someone in \Øellington had taken a more
practical and less bureaucratic view of the operation.
The paradox of the whole thing, of course' lay in the
fact ihat we were, again, being taken to task for a
situation which was none of our making.
If pond rearing had taken us aback, sea cages submergid us completely for a short while' The lessons
learñed from the frrst debacle were quickly absorbed,

partnership? Apart from reasons of frnance, should we

want

to?

How much longer can some commercial proiects
continue in business? At what point will the Salmon
Committee have to review allocations to proiects that
are going downhitl and refuse grants on the basis that
it is an unwise use of a valuable asset? It would be a
draconian step, but looked at from a business point
rse, with
ova sup-

the farming group anyway. But if
too high, and the prospect
inviting and perhaps cheaPe
right to say no? And if so,
being dog in the mânger again?

ch other,
in within
the price there is

There wilt be more problems too, but experience
has shown me, even within these three groups represented here today, that when good lines of communication are established, many of the difficulties
evaporate. There are two or three operators in this
room today who will confirm the truth of that in their
experience this year,

to date.

I believe that the favourable turnaround in relationships between salmon farmers and the Salmon
Committee stemmed from the date that the Salmon
Farmers' Association was granted observer status on
the Salmon Committee. !üould it be too much to hope

unadulterated ioy.
Other problems still remain. One is the develop-

that this improvement could be magnified if the Association were to make a similar offer to the Committee?

ment of runs homing on non-traditional waters, and
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Discussion
Mr Bradley said it had been stared ar the

Salmon

Symposium 4 years ago that no salmon farmers would

go into the mouth of a river to catch their fish in
competition with sports fishermen. Now two were
doing it
and N.Z. Salmon Co.
- Newhaven
- and
he questioned
whether it was fair that they should
do
so,

Mr Tonkin explained thar the Salmon Committee
had been notified about the Newhaven proposal for
Owaka; they knew where the catching site ùould be
and had agreed to it. The proposal was subiect to some
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discussion on the size of the protected area, but any
problems would be solved by discussion, not by

confrontation.

Mr Crowe said in defence of the N.Z. Salmon Co.
venture that he had not been at the symposium 4
years ago. He added that the Rangitata River had no

run at presenr and any wandering
stock would be a bonus to anglers. Mr Tonkin saiã
he thought he had made it clear that the fish entering
established fishery

the Rangitata were from hatcheries but that there were
no hatcheries on the Rangitata.

Producing food for salmon farming
M. S. Field-Dodgson
Fisheries Research Division,

Ministry

of Agriculture and Fisheries,

Christchurch
dividends than a monopoly situation. This is especially true with the increase in demand for food that
we have seen in the past year. The farmer will also

The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries has been
involved with salmon husbandry and flsh food for
about 9 year
diets, but ev

mercial stoc
leted diet.
Over the intervening years the problems of diet and

food manufacture were reduced, but two important
points were recognised:

.
.

be printed on the food sack'

there must be a good supply of high quality fishmeal;

the food must be graded into pellets (not too hard
or soft) and it is important to have no dust'

Food quality and diet
It has been known for some time that salmon do bet-

ter on a moist (30-50o/o moisture) than on a dry (10%
moisture) diet. So why do we use a dry diet? It is a
compromise based on practical considerations:
. A moist diet must be stored frozen or fed shortly
after manufacture because it is subject to microbial

at
SC

is

improved.

Marcel Huet, a world renowned aquaculturist, had
four criteria that he considered vital to the success of
salmonid farming. TheY were:
. A good climate in which to raise high quality frsh
in an artificial environment.
. Good water quality in sufficient quantity to enable
a good level of Production.
. A reliable source of high quality food'

decay at ambient temperatures.

.

riøastage is almost twice that

is

.
.

.

Being close to markets and transport.
The third criterion sums up the two vital elements
of salmon food: it must be reliable and of high quality'

of the dry diet, and it
because it does

diffiiult to dispense automatically

not flow like a drY Pellet'
The moist diet has a greater demand on the water,
with a higher biological oxygen demand'
But it does have its advantages:
Salmon do better on a moist diet, especially in the

seawater environment, because with 50% fresh water
in the diet there is less stress caused by feeding (less

.

There has been a reluctance by stock food com-

in with the food)'
At low temperatures (about 4 "c) salmon will take
need to excrete the salt taken

a moist diei and reject a dry one, though this is not

in this country'
There have been a number of developments in

very relevant

moist diets overseas, especially in Norway. They have

worked on binders

developed
are stoìed
fish proces
therè is ¿

to get a

discrete pellet and
ing wastes
nlY where
farms and
cheaP fish

processing waste'

and its continued develoPment.

Fishmeal
A reliable supply of high quality fishmeal is vital to

the salmon farming industry. The supply at present
is far from reliable' The demand for fishmeal this
season (1984-85) will be 500 t, and the expected

because competition among suppliers pays greater
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demand next season

in demand this

is

800

t.

Fishmeal is scarce

changed. They concluded that a 3}-40o/o protein level
is adequate as long as energy levels are about 3.23.3 Mcal/kg.

season.

re

in
ra
srtuatron,

e-stablished that higher protein (56%) and energy levels

Because of the world-wide shortage of fishmeal,
research has been undertaken into ahernative sources
of protein for
kthroughs have yet
been made an
es complement the

rathe
Some èxamples of
alternative pro
. poultry by-product meal (PBM)
. single cell protein (SCP) (yeast, bacteria, algae)
. isolated soya protein
. corn gluten meal
. sesame seed meal
. lucerne meal
fishmeal

The last four are plant protein sources and so are
deficient in the amino acids methionine and lysine;
these must be added.

(3.5-3.6 Mcal/kg) are important for small fish fed at
low temperatures of 5-9 "c.
Therefore, the basic need in the short term will be
to produce:
. a high protein-energy starter diet;
. a medium protein-energy production diet;
. a lower protein maintenance type ration.
I think rhe economic incentives of increased efficiency of growth and survival and the reduction in
costs per unit of production will be the reward for
the. farmer who optimises his feeding rate (frequency
and diel timing) and changes the diet in relation tó
different life stages and temperatures. So it is vital
that he is able ro ger rhe suþport for these feeding
refinements from his fish food supplier.
Because the perspectives we have are the direct

result of our experiences, what the salmon farmer sees
as vital may not be considered important to the food
producer and vice versa.

Needs and responsibilities
Salmon farmer
Because the cost

of salmon feed can be more than

so that you have:

. fish producer
. food producer
. fish pathologist.
However, excessive energy density at moderate die-

rù(/hat

tary protein levels will produce an accumulation of
fat in the carcass (waste) and glycogen and fat in the
liver, Therefore a balance must be found between
protein levels and energy

all farmers want from the food manufacturer

is.a. continuous, dependable supply of frsh food, which

will instil confidence in the farmer and allow him

played by research and d
established overseas. For

instigated trials into the
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to

If

. \Øill the fish be the right size at the right time?
. How are the cash flows working out?
. Vill stocks overlap from year to year?
. How much feed will be required in 3 months time?

there is a check in fish growth, the fish do not

\íhich pellet

is directly proporti
optimum pellet siz
very narrow limits
pellet is fed there

size or sizes

will

be required? rüÍhich

diet shall I use?
It is also important for the food manufacturer

to know the short term (2 weeks)
(annual)
requirements of the fish
and long term
a letter from our supplier
we
received
fact,
In
farmer.
2 days ago requesting an annual feed budget for the
coming season (quantities, diets, pellet sizes).

because he needs

Pellet size can also be related to fish length, a relaanl
42
2.2
sh

greâter than 6.8% of their fork length. Smaller fish,
of 30 mm, were not as choosy, but preferred a pellet
size range of 1.15-9olo of their fork length.
For efficient farm operation there are two impor-

Feed manufactuler
Fish food is difficult to make and it is a slow process
compared with making other formulations. It has to

be piogrammed into production runs and its inclusion means that only certain feeds can follow it
because of its frshy smell' Therefore the manufacturer should be given at least 2 weeks' notice of an
order. As mentioned, long term notice is also impor-

tant so that feed companies can plan their

stock
supthe
for
possibly
contracts
enter
and
requirements

as:

can also assist in reducing the
èffect of competition from pig and poultry feeds'

pli of flshmeal. This

Greater diversification in diets will eventually be
required to include changes in protein, energy levels,
aná additives (colouring such as carophyll or greater
levels of salt for ocean ranching) so that the greatest
growth to cost ratio can be obtained. Although presént diets have been ratified by overseas laboratories,
we can still learn a lot from any new overseas published works on salmon diets and thus save time that
would be spent on develoPment.
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It is pleasing to see that

Feed Particle diameter (mm)

most relationships between

manufacturer and farmer are very healthyr because
this will lead to a greater awareness of the problems
each has to cope with.

Relationship between food pellet size and growth rate
salmon during peak growth period.

0*

Discussion
Besides these difficulties, additives were required when
plant proteins were used.

Mr Jungalwalla asked about oil additives in fish diets
Mr Field-Dodgson replied that he was not sure
about the fat level in the feeds used here. He thought
it was about 7-l0o/o, but it was not a problem,
and

could be grown, but anyone doing so would want to
know there was a guaranteed demand for them.
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Salmon farming prospects in Victoria
W. S. Johnson
Project Scientrsç Chinook Salmon Working Croup*,
Victori4 Australia
Victoria has an active trour farming industry with over
20 farms and an annual production of about 500 t.
Farms are usually sited in highland regions to obtain
suitable supplies of cool water. Some farms use water

from large artificial storages (hydro-electric and irrigation); it has a remperature range of 8-18 .c and is
available in adequare quantities during summer. Elsewhere, water supplies and conditions are often less
than ideal. They are affected by drought and high
temperatures (24-26+ oc in summer, and in winter,
by floods, snow, and "freeze-up" (when water temperatures apprôach zero).

Eildon. A
from the ri
culation by
Many sites
extreme conditions (such as the 1982-83 drought)
farming operations have to be restricted or closed
Freshwater or brackish lakes

Several Victorian lakes could be suitable sites for fish
farms if permitted by the authorities. In some of the
deeper lakes, floating cages could be used, in some
instances combined with low lift pumps which, in

summer, could circulate water drawn from a depth
with the desired warer temperature. An onland faim
could draw water from a lake, pass it through rearing
ponds, and return the used water (after some treatment) back into the lake.
Ocean ranching

Although early attemprs ro esrablish self-supporting
populations of chinook salmon in Victorian rivers were
unsuccessful, the extremely small and isolated releases

made at the time would probably have been insufficient to induce ocean running populations even at
suitable sites. At the time the returning fish would be
trying to enter coastal rivers, many rivers in Victoria

would have unattractively high water temperatures

Sorrth rü/ales, and to set up a sea cage rearing industry

and be low or dry, with outflows closed to the ocean.
The likely effects on ocean ranching of the ocean
currents and salinities around the Victorian coasr are
at the moment unknown. A few ocean ranching sites
may be found to be suitable, but the desirability of
this type of operation would probably be debated by
conservationists and commercial groups.

in the near future. In Victoria, the farming of chi-

one farm.

Several sites suitable for chinook salmon farming are
available in Victoria. Some of the more suitable sites
are on rivers flowing out of artifrcial impoundmenrs,
such as the Goulburn River, which flows out of Lake

down.

Spring chinook salmon (50 000 ova) were inrroduced into Victoria in 1877 from California and were
widely distributed in rivers throughout the state, but
with little success. In subsequent years, further introductions were made from the United States and New
Zealand. In a few lakes stocking produced good results
and specimens up to 9 kg were caught.
In 1966, fall chinook ova were imported from Oregon, and since then a broodstock has been held in
captivity at the Snobs Creek Freshwater Fisheries
Research Station and Hatchery in Victoria (Fig. l).
Further imports of live salmonids are currently prohibited by government regulations. A few seiected
angling waters are stocked each year with chinook
salmon produced by the Snobs Creek hatchery and
excellent catches have resulted from these stockings.
In recent years, there has been increased interest
in salmo-n farming in Australia. Australia has captive
stocks of Atlantic salmon in New South rù(/aleJ and
chinook salmon in Victoria. Fish farmers in Tasmania plan to introduce Atlantic salmon from New
nook- salmon is being attempted

Fresh water

on a small scale by

Salmon farming sites
The number of suitable salmon farming sites is limited by the state's geographical and environmental

Sea cage rearing

conditions.

Suitable sites are limited

in Victoria, because there
sheltered, deep sites available. port phillip
Bay has a developing mussel and oyster culture industry and the feasibility of using sea cages in conjunction with these operations is being considered. !üater
temperatures could become undesirably high during

ge few
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Fig.

l:

Places mentioned

in the text.

turing expertise and technology is also available from
the trout farming industry. Several private trout farms
bought salmon ova from the Snobs Creek hatchery
in tþgf . However, the initial enthusiasm has waned
and now only one farm is actively farming salmon'
This farm is now breeding its own stock. Chinook
salmon are generally thought to be more difficult to
culture than trout because of the salmon's life cycle
and behaviour and the careful handling they require'

hot summer conditions' and more detailed evaluations of potential sea cage sites are required before
any major commercial developments could be contemplated. In some areas sites would have to be limited to fairly small operations only.
Pumped sea water to on'land farms
This method is reported to be successful in areas of
the Northern Hemisphe¡e where freshwater supplies

in
ele
in

in winter are very cold, or frozen. The warmer sea
water allows growth to continue during winter' In

Victoria, this method would have the advantage of
more even water temperatures during summer and
winter, and guarante
drought. On-land fa
have the advantages
ers and of having limited risk from storms.

and
sted

tion

of the males may ripen at 2 years of age and be smaller

than the desirable market size and of lower quality
than older fish. rù(/ith skilful management and good
rearing conditions, chinook salmon can be successfully reared in fresh water to a market size of 2.54.0+ kg and be of excellent quality. Initial sea cage
trials have been encouraging and the feasibility of

Present situation

larger scale sea cage operations is being studied. Current research includes studies aimed at giving greater
control over growth and maturation, and the production of all female, polyploid, and sterile frsh. Research

Much research on broodstock husbandry and fresh-

water rearing of chinook salmon has been done at the
Snobs Creeli hatchery. A large amount of fish cul57

has been progressing well and greater control of this
species under intensive farming conditions is expected.

require imported salmonid products to be adequately

Supplies of ova will need to be produced to meer
the demands of salmon farmers in Victoria. Large
supplies of salmon ova could be produced within 23 years from captive broodstocks. The viability of ova
produced from captive broodstocks can be quite variable, and particular attention musr be paid io broodstock nutrition and rearing conditions to obtain high

introduction of
to Australia. M

quality ova.

Markets for salmon in Australia
About 1000 t of trout are produced annually in Australia, and gutted, head-on trout retails at about

A$5.50-7.50 per kilogram. The annual consumprion
of salmon in Australia is estimated to be about 200500 t. High quality, imported smoked salmon fillets
retail at A$30-35 per kilogram in Melbourne, and
imported cutlers of coho retail for A$16-29 per kilogram. A high quality home grown product should

processed, to a

partly processed products would have to be met by
Australian salmon farmers.

Conclusion
The prospects for salmon farming in Victoria appear
reasonably good, Suitable rearing sites are available
in selected areas, rhe general technology is available
from the trout farming industry, considerable research
has been done on chinook salmon culture at Snobs

quarantine regulations, If industry considers salmon
farming in Victoria ro be economically viable, some
further commercial developments could be expected

probably receive a price above that oftrout and below

that of imported salmon. Present import regulations

soon.
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Diseases

of salmon in New Zealand

N. C. Boustead
Fisheries Research Division,

Ministry

of Agriculture and Fisheries, Christchurch

This paper describes the known parasites and

All except Chilodonella have been recorded on
quinnat salmon. Chilodonella, whitespot, and nematôdes have been recorded from sockeye salmon and
I am not aware of any parasites recorded from Atlantic salmon; however, few, if any, parasitological studies have been made of this fish in New Zealand.

diseases

that have been found on quinnat (Oncorhynchus
tshawytscha), sockeye (Oncorhynchus nerka), and
Atlantic (Salmo salar) salmon in New Zealand. The
information has been compiled from diagnostic work
and research that Dr P. M' Hine and I carried out at
FRD, mainly between L972 and 1980. Further infor-

mation has been supplied by C. Anderson of the Ani-

mal Health Division (AHD) of the Ministry of
Agriculture and Fisheries, as that division is now

ence of whi
culture, as it

frsh

in salmon
culture you need to understand one basic principle
of fish diseases. That is that for a disease problem to
occur there must be three components: the fish,
obviously, the disease organism, and environmental

disease organisms to cause disease problems

and

conditions favouring an outbreak of the disease' Iden-

Vhen

because

in salmon
become infected,
of Federal Regu-

cance

\Øhirling disease is primarily a disease of rainbow
trout. It is caused by a protozoan, Myxosoma cerebralis, which develops in the cartilage of young fish
and can cause substantial losses. In experiments in
the United States quinnat, sockeye, and Atlantic
salmon were able to be infected with the disease.
During 1980-81 a survey carried out by FRD and
AHD examined 556 quinnat salmon and' 67 sockeye
salmon from 8 locations in the South Island without
frnding whirling disease. In addition, frve salmon
hatchéries were tested for the presence of whirling
disease by holding rainbow trout at the hatchery for
subsequent examination (rainbow trout were used
rather than salmon because they appear more susceptible to the disease). These tests and a survey of
wiid and hatchery rainbow trout revealed whirling

infected frsh were placed into tanks with no water
exchange and warm temperatures this created a
favourable environment for the disease and the parasites increased in number and caused substantial losses

of fish.
The following are parasites and diseases of salmon
recorded from New Zealand:

Bacterial diseases
Vibriosis

Bacterial gill

known

lation (Titte 50 Section 16'13) requires that samples
of all fresh salmon entering the United States are
examined in an approved manner for whirling disease
and for the viral disease viral haemorrhagic septicaemia. This certifrcation aspect will be discussed by
Colin Anderson; my comments will be restricted to
the occurrence of the disease in New Zealand'

tification of a disease organism present in a hatchery
does not necessarily mean there is a problem. For
example, the parasite whitespot (Ichthyoþhthirius
muhirthis) has been found on salmon, but there were
so few that they were not considered a problem'

sease

list because
it has not been found in salmon. However, the exist-

responsible for fish disease diagnostic work.

To appreciate the potential for the following

cerebrølis, is

pr
it

disease

"Sporocytophaga"
Nocardiosis
Parasites
Chilodonella

ltühitespot

disease at Silverstream hatchery and Peacock Springs

Tapeworm larvae

\ùflitdlife Park on tributaries of the lower part of the
rùlaimakariri River. \üíhirling disease is also known
from wild brown and rainbow trout in Verter Burn,
a üibutary of Lake Mahinerangi on the \üaipori River
south of Dunedin. In addition, C' Anderson and P'
Mason of AHD observed cartilage damage and tro-

Nematodes
Isopods
Paeonodes nemaformis

Others
Pinheads

phozoites consistent with whirling disease in one
iainbow trout from Longslip Stream, a tributary of
the Vaitaki River.

Sunburn
Coagulated yolk

Vitamin deficiencY
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Vibriosis

Chilodonellø

There are many different vibrio bacteria, of which
three are marine organisms that can cause the disease
vibriosis in salmon. These are Vibrio anguillarum,
Vibrio ordalli (previously known as srrain 1669), and
an as yet uncharacterised vibrio causing "Hirtra', disease in Atlantic salmon in Norway, The Hirtra disease is unusual in that it causes disease at between 4
and 8 "c, whereas the other two occur at increasing
lemperatures of 15 to l8'c. The vibrio seen in New
Zealand occurred at one seawater site in 1984 and
was identified as Vibrio ordalli by AHD.
Although vibrios are halophilic, they are reported
as the cause of freshwater fish diseases in Italy, Japan,
and the United States. The occurrence in Italy was
on 40 freshwater trout farms, and on 20 of these farms
losses were between 4o/o and 50% of affected fish. The

This protozoan parasite has been found on the gills
of a few adult sockeye salmon at one location. Treatment was not considered necessary. The signifrcance
of this parasite is that under adverse conditions it could
build up sufficiently to cause losses in fry, particularly
in warmer waters.
V9hitespot

This protozoan parasite was found on the gills and
skin of sockeye and quinnal salmon but at such low
incidence it did not presenr a problem. Like Chilodonella, under adverse conditions such as poor water

exchange and high temperatures, the parasite could
build up in numbers and cause losses in fry.
Nematodes

disease is thought to have become established on these

Nematodes or roundworms have been seen rarely in
stomachs of returning adult quinnat salmon.
There is also one account of nematodes in muscle of

farms through the practice of feeding marine wetfish
(Giorgetti and Ceschia 1982). This is an example of
the disease problems that can be associated with the

the

adult sockeye salmon from Larch Stream in 1976 (E.
Graynoth pers. comm.).

use of unprocessed marine fish as fish food.

Vibriosis can be controlled by use of medicated food
and prevented by use of vaccines. Before vaccines can
be used in New Zealand they must be licensed with
the Animal Remedies Board, This can take up to 12

Täpeworm larvae
These are seen rarely in the body cavities of returning
adult salmon.

months and at present one vaccine is undergoing
registration.

Isopods

Returning adult salmon have occasionally been found

Bacterial gill disease

with an isopod present in the mouth or gills. They
are not common and more than one species may be

Bacterial gill disease is caused by filamentous bacteria
building up in large numbers on the gills and effectively smothering the fish, It occurs in fresh water,
particularly on fry, and is widespread and common,
Although the presence of large numbers of the characteristic bacteria is an indication of the disease, the
cause is not precisely defrned. Crowding of fish or
poor environmental conditions are factors in precipitating the disease,

involved.
Paeonodes nemaformìs

This is a copepod parasite that has been reported from
a single quinnat salmon near Queenstown in 1962

(Hewitt 1969).
Pinheads

This describes a condition rather than a

Sporocytophaga

disease,

Young fish apparently do not feed and appear to wasre
away. This occurs at some hatcheries; however, the
incidence is not well documented.

Sporocytophaga is possibly a misnomer, as the filamentous bacteria causing this disease have not been
characterised. The disease has been seen at one seawater site after grading of fish, and it caused few losses.
Treatment was not given, as this was considered a
secondary infection which became established only as
a result of the damage and scale loss from grading.

Sunburn

This occurs mostly at one location, to some extent
each summer. Affected fish may become infected with
a variety of secondary fungal infections,

Nocardiosis

Coagulated yolk

of quinnat salmon in 1972 ar one freshwater
location were attributed to nocardiosis (P. M. Hine,
unpublished report). No causative organism was isolated and the disease has not recurred.

This has been reported from one freshwater location.
The cause is not precisely defined, but handling and
treatment of eggs and adverse water conditions are
considered to contribute to the condition.

Losses
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Vitamin deficiency
Losses of L6o/o of quinnat salmon in 1973 were attributed by P. M. Hine' after consultation with the then
Easterå Fish Disease Laboratory (now the National
Fish Health Research Laboratory of the United States
Fish and 'ü/itdtife Service), to a vitamin deficiency'
Similar losses did not recur.
There afe two other unresolved diseases being
investigated by AHD.
Of the diseases seen, vibriosis artd bacterial gill disease have the potential to cause losses and should be
of concern to salmon culturists. Both diseases will
respond to treatment' Extensive salmon culture is still
relatively new and it will take a few more years to see
how serious or widespread these diseases will become'
I have found other fish diseases in New Zealand
on trout or eels, but have not yet seen them on salmon'
Some of these can affect salmon and it is possible they
may appear on salmon in the future, The most notablé oi ihese is columnaris disease caused by the bacterium Flexibacter columnaris. This has produced
disease in cultured elvers (Anguilla sp') in warm water
(20 'c) in the North Island'
Other internationally known serious salmon diseases have not been recognised in New Zealand' These

TABLE l: Parasites recorded in salmon
Canada*

(re79)

u.s.A.t u,s.s.R.+

(1976)

520279
3774918
0545640

Quinnat
Sockeye

Atlantic

*

N.Z.
(1e84)

u.K.S

(1962) (re74)
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From Margolis, L., and Arthur, J. R. 1979: Synopsis of the parasites of flsñes óf Óanada. Bulletin, Depafinent of Fisheries and
Oceans, No. 199.268 P'
1967: "Parasites of North American
Freshwater Fishes." University of California Press, Berkeley'

f From Hoffman, G. L'
48ó p.

"Key
f' From Bykhovskaya-Pavlovskaya, l.8., et al. (Qlp-'..l 1962:
to Paraiites of Freshwater Fish of the U.S.S.R'" Zoological
Institute, Academy of Sciences of the U'S.S.R' Israel Program

for Scientifrc Translations, Jerusalem 1964, IPST l136' 919 p'
checklist of British and Irish
freshwater fish iarasites with notes on their distribution' Jozrzcl

$ From Kennedy, C' R. 1974: A
of Fish BiologY 6: 6ll-44.

ll No data.
may be attributed in part to the more comprehensive
numbers and studies of salmon in other countries'
compared with our own' However' the lack of any
indigenous salmonids and the introduction of salmon
to Ñ.* Zea\and as ova' devoid of parasites, would
suggest that the picture is accurate in principle,
although individual parasite records from other countries are only approximate, as they are not current'
In conclusion' there are few serious diseases in New
Zea\and. Undoubtedly other diseases may be found,
but we appear to be free of some of the more troublesome hih diteas.s' This may be an advantage in

include the virus diseases infectious pancreatic necrosis and infectious haematopoetic necrosis, the bacterial diseases bacterial kidney disease and furunculosis'
eflect of these
and the paras
consPicuous
in
diseases
to a cautious
lesions that
also
optimism that theY are not
ided
supPort
nàt present. Further
ving
by the activity of both FR
diståined staff and active roles
eases. Investigations have not revealed clinical or his-
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Discussio n
Mr Moe commented on the

absence

of VHS (viral

haemorrhagic septicaemia) and whirling disease in
New Zealand and asked if there were any practical
measures that could be recommended to ensure that
this remained so. Mr Boustead qualified his statement
on the absence of these diseases in this country by
stating that before it could be said they did nor occur
here, they had to be looked for in some detail and so
far most of the evidence for their absence was light
(especially for VHS). Tissue culrure work by AHD
for VHS had only just begun, and there was some
survey work on whirling disease being written up. Mr
Anderson added that tissue culture would provide the
definitive diagnosis for VHS, and he was confrdent
that AHD had not missed it in their studies so far.

Mr Moe said his question really was, what could

be recommended to avoid the spread of diseases such
as whirling disease?

Mr Boustead thought that locating hatcheries on,
and obtaining ova from, sites with bore or spring water
supplies (that is, on water supplies which were known

to be clean or protected) and reducing as far as possible the movement of fish between locations were
two precautions that could be taken.

Mr McNeill stated that in marketing fish the most
common fault in presentation was sunburn, and he
asked if there was a direct relationship between the
depth of water in raceways and sunburn. Mr Boustead
answered that there was some published work which
said deeper water was better, but he had not addressed

this problem himself.
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Salmonid disease status in New Zealand and
export certification
C. D. Anderson
Veterinary Fish Pathologist, Animal Health Division,
Mi ni stry of ,tgri culture- and F i sheri es, W all aceville
Various people overseas and in New Zealand are
interested in the status of disease in New Zealand
salmonids. You, as farmers, need to have advice on
such things as the diseases that are in your catchments and the catchments from which you may get
stock, and on the signiflcance of a particular disease,
for example, whether or not a vibrio on your farm is
particulaily virulent and will cause marketing difficulties for you.

essential

thetical example will show the dangers of the present
inter-farm movements.

A

Japanese fishing boat

off the west coast of the

South Island throws virus-infected salmon remains
into the sea. A salmon shoal eats this material and
returns to Tasman Salmon Farm, where the fish are
stripped. Some of the eggs are sent to MAF's Silverstreâm hatchery, and fry are returned. Silverstream
also sends eyed ova and fry to four other farms. Older
fish go from Tasman Salmon Farm to the Marlborougtr Sounds and, via Kaitangata' to Stewart Island.

Disease surveillance
As you will appreciate, there is more to describing

individual diseases found
in salmonids here. There also needs to be information
on where these diseases are occurring, how many
properties are affected, what mortality rates are
occurring on farms, and so on' The reliability of our
diagnoses and the proportion of disease outbreaks we
invéstigate are being assessed by overseas officials
contemplating importing our salmon.
disease status than listing the

At this stage frngerlings start dying at the Tasman
farm, and investigation reveals IPN virus' Salmon in
Austialian and American cool stores are put into bond
and later incinerated. Sales in New Zealand are temporarily halted. At Stewart Island it is realised that
without routine harvesting cages are becoming overstocked and fish have to be killed and buried. Frozen
storage is not worth while because it seems unlikely
that the fish can ever be marketed.
This leaves Bubbling Springs, N'2. Salmon Co' at
Lake Coleridge, lü(/aitaki Salmon Company, and
Newhaven Salmon still able to operate. However,
concern is being expressed about the dangers of stray
flsh from infected properties occurring in the returns
to these "clear" farms, and this point is under negotiation with officials in the United States.

Disease control
There is interest in the controls we have to prevent
the introduction of disease into this country and to
restrict the spread of disease here. The Agricultural
Quarantine Service is responsible for controls at airpòrts and seaports. Its aim is to prevent the entry of
èxotic disease and, under the supervision of Fisheries
Management Division (FMD)' it is also responsible
for the quarantine of tropical frsh imports'

Controlling the spread of disease is of particular
concern to you all and is of interest to importers of
your frsh. For example, if IPN (infectious pancreatic
necrosis) is found in the North Island, are controls
sufficient to convince importing officials that South
Island salmon products will remain safe? Movement
of frsh across Cook Strait and between catchments
requires the approval of FMD, and the Animal Health
Division (AHD) is consulted about the disease status
of each hatchery or farm. However, these movements
still involve considerable risk which, I believe, is

The final outcome could be as follows: all farms

that have had contact with the Tasman Salmon Farm
will not be able to export to the United States, Australia, and the North Island of New Zealand for 3
years. During this time they will have to have clear
Liannual tests. The Asian and local South Island markets will be reopened to hot-smoked frsh only. There
will be a complete ban on the movement of live frsh
or ova from affected properties for 3 years' Those
farms which didn't receive suspect fish will be able

avoidable.

I

for the industry to build up stocks and for

have been concerned for some time about the

to continue marketing, but biannual
will be required.

disease dangers of movements of ova and fry between
farms and hatcheries. Up to now, I realise it has been
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disease testing

Isolation of IPN at two previously clear farms, Kaitangata and Hurunui, means they will most likely
ncvcr bc able to export to tlìe lucrative Unitecl States
and Australian markets. They will be forced ro cease
operations because of the problem of infected wild
frsh in the river from which they draw their water.
The future of the clear farms is not good, as it will
be only a matter of time before other rivers become
infected by stray salmon. Lucrative markers will also
be closed to them when this occurs.

fish were refused enrry to the United States. There
must be negotiated agreements on diseases tested for,
tests, and methods. This is logical because the
importer is the one taking the risks.
Surveillance information
rVe are using scientific evidence to define the status
of fish disease in New Zealand. Our aim is to ensure
that only the really essential tests are done and that
these are performed as the importer requires.

The information we put forward in these negotiations must be based on reliable surveillance data,
!íhen New Zealand, is considering importing animal
products, we can believe assurances given us by the
United Kingdom or the United States. However, disease assurances from countries which lack qualified
freld and laboratory staff are given much less weight.
To provide surveillance informarion of high quality,
we must have a sound field and laboratory surveillance base. This is the reason for the regulai visits by
AHD livestock officers (LOs) and VOs to your farm,
and for our reguests that you inform us of suspected
disease between the regular visits, This, of course, is
in your interests, as the information may be what is
needed to open up a market for you. Surveillance
information involves us in more thorough investigation than is necessary to solve your immediate disease crises. lù(/hen fish are dying your main concern
is a diagnosis and advice on treatment, control, and
prevention. You want to minimise losses (that is, stop
deaths) and get your stock back to maximum conversion effi.ciency and growth rates. Animal Health
Division's VOs, and veterinary investigation officers
(VIOÐ in the laborarories, are there ro help you with
this, but we also have a wider responsibility
to col-

How can you protect yourselves?
Run a "closed farm". Plan to rear all your fish from
your own broodstock. If you are forced to buy in,
bring only disinfected eyed ova, from a disease-free
source, on to your property. Ensure equipment and
footwear from other farms are disinfected; you could
provide clean gumboots, have wheel baths for the
vehicles, etc. Ask your AHD vererinary officer (VO)
for advice.
Disease-free ova

I believe two disease-free properties should be designated; perhaps Bubbling Springs to supply the
Sounds and the $üest Coasr, and N.Z. Salmon Co. to
supply the east coast and Stewart Island. Animal
Health Division would monitor the disease-free status
of these supply farms.
rü(/ith closed farms and disease-free replacements,
the hypothetical IPN ourbreak described above would
have been restricted to the Tasman farm and the
Sounds and would not have immediately placed three

quarters of New Zealand's salmon farms at risk or
resulted in massive economic and environmental
penalties.

- other
late the results of your problem and all the
investigations throughout New Zealand to produce
which, how much, where, and when information. Two
uses of these surveillance data are to formulate dis-

The salmon farming industry is still small when
compared with the pig and poultry industries, but
AHD is currently directing relatively more resources
to the salmon industry. The markets being developed
will request disease certification and this will necessitate the commitment of further resources to your

ease control measures to protect your industry, and
to negotiate with overseas officials about the disease
requirements for your markets.

industry. There is a limit to the resources AHD can
commit, and I would advise that your association discusses, and agrees to, a "closed farm system". It is
important that you are seen to be playing your part

in

Disease investigation

Most of you will not have visited a veterinary diagnostic laboratory and will not be sure what all this

disease prevention.

talk about diagnostic investigation really means. I will
quickly outline the steps in the recent vibrio investigation, to give you a better idea of what happens to
the samples that leave your farm.

Certification
The importing country sets the disease assurance
which it requires. IØe could go ahead independently
and have our staff collect the appropriate number of

After being notified of the problem by the man-

sarnples (that is, enough fish so we can be 95olo sure

an infected fish

will be present in

those sampled

ager, we visited the property and got a history of the

if

problem. (This on-farm investigation is very important and forms the basis for decisions on how a prob-

5% of the group is infected) from all groups on a farm
and test these with what we think are the most appro-

lem should be attacked; it shows what type of samples
should be sent to the laboratory and what tests will

priate tests. But you would probably still find your
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specialist veterinarians, virologists, bacteriologists,
sérologists, chemists, and haematologists assisting with
the investigation of your fish disease problems. It is
from this strong base that we will negotiate disease
certification requirements with overseas authorities.
If our information satisûes them' they may require
only a general type of certifrcation (for example, that
salmonid viruses are not present in New Zealand) and

be required later.) Samples were sent to thd laboratory
with a tentative diagnosis of vibriosis, but the signs
also frtted a number of other diseases' Post mortems

were carried out at the laboratory and smears were
made from damaged tissue . These smears were stained
and Vibrio-like organisms could then be seen under
also stained bY a verY
the mic

specifrc
bãcteria

ed that sPecies of Vibrio
t. At this stage vibriosis

was the strong contender for the cause of the problem, but a combined infection was still a possibility,
and so samples were sent for histological, virological,

and bacteriological examination'
everything, that is, twice yearly testing of large numbers of fish from every group on a farm for a wide
range of diseases on all farms that are likely to export
or aie involved in ocean ranching. Clearly this would
add extra expense to your operations and tie up a lot
of resources which could be helping you in more pro-

In 2 days the his
showed typical Vibrio
ordalli. Subsequently,

which confrrmed 7.

responsible. These results included serological and

bioihemical confrrmation and negative virological
tests, As this was the frrst isolation of. Vibrio in salmon
in New Zealandrwe also had our diagnosis confirmed
in the United States. As an adjunct to the treatment'
antibiotic sensitivity tests were run and these showed
the bacteria were susceptible to the antibiotic being
administered in the food.

ductive

Summary

.

.
had hard data for inclusion

in our surveillance

.

information.
Disease assurance and testing requirements
I have no doubts about the international acceptance

of our

surveillance information.

You now

areas.

have
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You have access to well qualified and well equipped
field and diagnostic staff. Make the most of what is
available to you. It is in everyone's interests that we
investigate every disease incident.
\üüith your assistance, AHD can compile good information for use in negotiations for your export markets and for making fish disease control decisions
to protect your industry.
Yoü, as fish farmers, have a responsibility to take
measures which will prevent the spread of fish diseases in New Zealand' You should run "closed"
farms, use your own broodstock, and resort to introductions of disinfected eggs from disease-free farms
only when this is absolutely necessary.

Discussion
Mr McNeill was worried that all the

disease surveil-

Mr Anderson said that only two farms in the South
Island had control over their water supply, and if an
infection got into a catchment, very littie could be
done about it. However, the best places to find diseases were in fish farms and hatcheries, where fish
were closely confined and diseases spread and became
apparent. Good samples and good histories could be
obtained from farms and this information allowed an
assessment of whether the catchment was affected or
not. If an infected fish entered a farm, its infection
was sure to spread and become more evident than in

the wild.

Mr lù7augh commented on the concept of isolated
farms. He thought it unlikely that fish which had
picked up disease off the east coast of the South Island
w.9_uld enter only one river system. Also, it was possible that disease could occur at a low level on a fàrm
and not be detected, but could be spread in the sea

in New

Zealand's
here,
staff

The
ation

given further information and were made aware that
most of the certifrcation for viruses would have to be
s a back-up the surAnderson's paper).
rman Moe had also
approached the

cation was dealt
and that though they had been pushing the issue with

the United States authorities, they had not
receiving any responses,

isolated farms were unrealistic.

, Mr Anderson agreed that the example he gave of
the spread of disease by movements of fish bétween
not

been

Information held by AHD suggested that rhe tests
required by the United States authorities were those
in their Fisheries Disease Leaflet No. 9 (1968). However, it was known rhal a newer fish health book (the
"blue book") was used by some Americans for diagnostic work, and that the methods in this differed
considerably from those in Leaflet No. 9. Animal
Health Division did not want to use tesrs that were
inadequate and so it had asked the United States
authorities for clarifrcation of exactly which tests were
required. As soon as AHD obtained this information
and the authorisation to perform the tests, certification of fish could begin,

i;:

if

ease

industry "back

phase. In the light of these possibilities and the existence of only a "sea fence" between farms he thought

spread, and

entry, After this, Mr O'Sullivan went and saw the
appropriate authorities and AHD wrote to them and
gave as much information as it could on the situation
in New Zealand. Anima
that there was no need
from this country becaus

uld

infected fish were moved rhere was

about a 100% chance that the disease would be moved
too.

Mr Townsend said that the immediate problem of
the salmon farming industry was that it was producing fish ready for exporr, bur would fall if it was unable to receive certifica

fish. The problem was

Mr Newman wanted to export to America immediately and asked what he could do about having his
frsh certified. He wondered if Nelson Boustead could

crop was almost ready
doubt that enough was
industry would not be brought to its knees at the time
of harvest by the one constraint of certifrcation.
Mr Anderson answered that certification was under

sign certificates until the United States authorities
agreed to let AHD certify fish. Mr Anderson reirerated that AHD did nor have a testing regime thar was
scientifically acceptable if it was queried in the United

was decided that this was too risky, because eventually
it was going to be seen as an inadequately screened

to look for spores and in most New Zealand farms
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interim basis and so allow the immediate frsh harvesl
to be exported.
Mr Anderson did not see this as the problem; there

fish were being reared at low temperatures in which
spores were not present for perhaps 8-10 months'
Mr Campbell thought that the only way to tackle
the certifrcàtion problem was to do what was done in
go to America and see the
the shellfrsh industry
- to
people concerned. He did not think much would be
achieved by letters.

Mr Moe offered another alternative. He

appreci-

Mr Moe asked if AHD had a copy of the "blue

book". He was told they did have one, but they did
not know which tests in it were required; clarification
was needed on which procedures in the book were to
be used, how frequently they were to be done
(annually or biannually), which frsh from which

the salmon industry put up the money to bring to
New Zealand a pathologist who had the required
research techniques, and was recognised by the
American Government, to do certifications on an

properties had to be tested, and similar considerations'

Sequel: Export certification
Examinations have been completed of samples of
all fish intended for export in 1984' Trial and com-

After the conference a meeting was held between
MAF and industry representatives to discuss export
certification. The meeting agreed that as FRD had a

mercial consignments of salmon, accompanied by this

staff member recognised as a certifying officer by the
United States authorities, it would conduct whirling
disease examinations, which would partly meet exist-

certification, were sent to the United States in
November and December and were accepted by
United States customs. This has permitted export of
salmon to the United States for this season. For the
long term, AHD is negotiating with the United States
Fish and \?ildlife Service to obtain accreditation of
its staff as certifying officers and to determine certification procedures for the future.

ing United States certiflcation requirements, and
would issue certiflcates to that effect' The other

re
se
H
fo

rrhagic
notrce'

sease is

in

the

certiflcate.
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Quality control and a code of practice for salmon
processtng
A. R. Branson
Manager, Technical Division,
N.Z. Fishing Industry Bo;ard, Wellington
Considering the title given to me to open this marketing session, it is quite clear that the topic is broad
and could form the basis for a separate conference,

But still the term remains undefined. There

many elements to
and we must aim
providing exactly t

are

yer
by

In

discussions here w
sheries Research Division and Animal Health Division
(of MAF) to a "quality assurance role". Most certainly
the provision of appropriate animal health certificates

ing industry itself.

rs a very tmportant aspect of quality assurance,
Additionally, we know that any salmon processed for

"Quality control" is a popular term in increasingly
common usage. This is because of a common world-

export must pass through a fish packing house licensed

to a safe and wholesome product fit for human consumption. The export certifrcates that you receive for

your produce from the Meat Division are a second
and equally important aspect of quality assurance.
materials.

Quality considerations are no less important for

¡alm91 farmers and processors, since you ãre dealing

ments of quality that we are really talking about.

in a highly priced commodity with a world-wide marl
ket in which there is, of course, considerable established competition. New Zealand is a small nation
and our production is small as a proportion of the
total world market. !7e are also a long distance from

The New

Zealand. Fishing Industry Board

is

a

statutory body established by an Act of parliament in
1963, and we too have an interesr in quality. !Øe also
have certain duties and responsibilities. In the Fishing Industry Board Act, section 10, ..Functions of the
Board", is a note which says that the functions of the
Board shall be:

our market and so we must pay due attention to quality
matters in order to minimise our losses and maiimisà

the profits of our trade.

"to promote, both alone and in collaboration with other agencies, means of

ensuring that proper standards are maintained with respect to frsh and fish products intended for consumption in New
Zealand or for export, both as to the

quality thereof and as to the use of
hygienic methods in the handling, pro-

ing industry and in all of the visits I have made to
fish processing facilities overseas, no one has yet
admitted to me thar they produce poor quality frih;

cessing, storage,

thereof and, wh
lish the form,

the lower standard of produce is always derived from
someone else. I take it therefore that in our use of
the word we always mean "top quality" or at least we
have that aspiration.

marks relating
accordance with regulations under this

Acr."
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To be active in the above area the Fishing Industry

show

or of
proment
problems occur.

I

have referred to the importance of defining and

the real world. The Codes of Practice will show you
the route (or alternative routes) that you may follow
to achieve the end product and quality standard that
you desire.
Newman commented that in the fishing industry processors will receive a wide variety of frsh and frsheries
produce, some valuable and some not so valuable, and

t.-"itt

As a preliminarY

tice and as part of
the expectations of
the various standar
In Scotland a "quality seal of approval" is being promoted for fish which comply with certain specifications. The documents we have seen define appropriate
and conformations for fish, list
er of blemishes, cuts, etc,, and
ements of colour change (PreaP
the
to
due
sumably
say little of real sign
criteria. CertainlY the
spell out little in term
to attain sPecific end Points'
\ùüe have also examined Canadian standards for
Pacific salmon. Essentially these deal with frozen
specimens of coho, pink, sockeye' chum, and spring
rãl-ott. The documents describe and establish grades
for "Canada Grade 4", "Canadian Standard Grade",
and "Canadian Utility Grade" Pacifrc salmon' They
contain a little more information on grading by size,
by permissible number of blemishes, by colour, etc'

business a market must be found for
each and every portion.) There are elements of value
in both of these approaches' $7e must certainly know

io

in

the market's needs and wherever possible we must

raw material from each of these sources will be variable within itself and will also differ from its neighbours. It is therefore also essential that there is some
means of assessing or grading the range of raw
materials and products to select those portions likely
to satisfy the various market sectors most appropri
ately. In taking best advantage of each portion of the
totai market, a high degree of consistency of quality
is an aim to be aspired to.
To achieve this we need not only quality control;
more properly we need appropriate quality assurance

fo t"

extent descriptions of "freshness" are included

request, they have subsequently become mandatory'

Norway is an area from which considerable production of salmon is now derived' Their produce is
Atlantic salmon, but they are undoubtedly significant
competitors in the market place. At present we do

Board we have the ability to help you
ing Industry
-both
of these very necessary steps within
to-institute
your own industry.
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cut across all the food product grading systems that

we surveyed;

I.

Grading is usually introduced to facilitate
communications between sellers and buyers.

2. All grading systems we surveyed were introduced at the request of producers.
3. Quality enhancement is generally not an
objecrive,"

It is our hope that in working with the salmon
industry in developing a Code of Þractice and assistmg t
own grades and standards,
the first two preceprs,
but i
dopt the lasr also.

As rnentioned,

Board's resources.

quality performa
the world's frshi
come to hand fro

wish to help you establish your

expl
best
You

standards for frsh.
nteresting reading.

its sections, which

systems:

Iù(/e

own Codes of Practice based on rilevant and achievable
and to

s

ing the
ctlines
are not

across grading

"There are three broad common denominators that

Code of Practice for Salmon process¡ng
Mr Townsend of \ùlilson Neill Exporr Services spoke
about the Code of Practice. He said the Salmon

The document was at
until t
so that changes could be
happened during the sea
be kept at rhat stage

Farmers' Association had got together to formulate a
code because they felt it should be done from the
industry base, as industry knew what it wanted in a

anyone who had any contribution to make to the Code
of Practice
the Salmon
advice and a

but the reas
started on the Code of Practice was that they wanted
to-put the basic ingredienrs inro it. He hoped ihe Cod.
of Practice would be useful and could -be used as a

marketing tool.

Mr Jarman commended the industry on taking this
it was the first time a secror of the
fishing industry had taken the initiative in this way.
step; he thought

to produce a producr of the highest possible quality.
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Marketing salmon
P. R. Townsend
Wilson Neill Export Services, Dunedin
Now before you all rush out to see the bank manager, let's throw iust a little cold water on all this
pósiiive talk. Some of the hurdles we are facing as
marketers of New Zealand salmon include

.

is that the marketing requirements should be illustrated at the outset; then the rest of the conference

problems of disease certification and an urgent
iequirement for an all out effort on the part of the
Ministry and the industry to ensure that we are well

can be based on how best to satisfy the constraints set

positioned in terms of disease certification as
increasing quantities of commercial fish become

by the market.

available;

The simplest way to assess our marketing position
is to look át the pros and cons of the animal we are
dealing with. If at this point in the conference you
ttoi aware of thoser you have wasted your con"re
ference fee. It is probably worth while, however' to
refresh our memories.

.

million people - only 3
with an increasing volume of salmon products destined for local distribution;
distance from export markets - an old one, but
and the accompanying logistical problems
true
a limited local market

.

and cost factors;

Some of the positive aspects of this industry include:
the basic quality of our salmon stock and its disease-

.

. the economics of farming in New

free status;

.

the fact that we have been blessed with a good species of salmon which commands top prices when

.

correctly presented in the market place;

.

.

clean and rich in
our New Zealand environment
keep it that way;
all
let's
quality
water
fresh
top

. the theoretical abundance
. the technological

of food supplies;

industries, which
salmon farming

-

analytical expertise,

Zealand compared with competing countries' especially labour
and transport costs;
the "got to be in to be rich" syndrome - if it's new,
invest in it, regardless of the realities;
the risk of sea caught salmon interfering with the
viability and marketing strategy for farmed or ocean
rancheâ product and the subsequent detrimental
effect on salmon farmers' investments;

.

increasingly sophisticated, year round competition

.

from Northern HemisPhere farmers;
the threat of loose and unco-ordinated marketing.

kiwi initiative;

.

I

the off season availability of fish compared with that
producers;
or,n. Northern

.
which

is réwarding to reflect on the reasons for the failures, which invariably boil down to two basic

Ii

a

faciliti

parameters:

wide;

r
.

1. uneconomic Production,
2. lack of market research.

processors who are innovative, aggressive, and f9rward thinking and who match any in the world with
the care they now take of fish products;

In this industry I am pleased to report that we are
not going to fail because of lack of market research'
Indiðations to date are that those currently active in
the market place, mainly preparing themselves for
sales, are approaching the problems with a maturity
and iophistication not often previously evident in new
product market development from this country.

experienced marketers of fish, as demonstrated in
thê marketing expertise evident in this particular
growth industry;

o potentially excellent salmon farmers;

.

would like to dwell a little on my last point, the

threat of unco-ordinated marketing. I have seen many
industries develop in my brief l2 years as an exporter.
Some have come to stay' some have gone with a
splash, and one or two are still developing strongly'

,._î:iï:

and

:

a weak dollar guaranteed to weaken further.

7l

\üüe can be exposed to an openly competitive and
self destructive situation in the market place, both
domestic and export, but I consider that through sensible communication and co-operation by the marketing a¡m of the industry using the Salmon Farmers,
Association as a vehicle, we can develop an unencumbered but co-ordinated free enterprise, positively
competitive, marketing network. It's a big world out
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we have the ability to
of top quality, superbly
Salmon.

If there is one importanr rhing in this industry, from
ova to marker, it is quality. By adopting a quality stance

at every level of our operations, we can make the
marketing job easy and New Zealend salmon a winne¡.

Panel discussion: Marketing New Zealand salmon
chairman: N. E. Jarman (ceneral Manager, N.Z. Fishing lndustry Board)
Panel: K. J. O'sullivan (Big Glory Salmon)
N. H. Moe (Newhaven Salmon)
P. R. Townsend (Wilson Neill Export Services)
interesting point. A recent meeting of industry representativès had been unable to agree on a name for
New Zealand salmon. More work was needed on the
subject, but he was confrdent of ending up with a
name that identifred New Zealand quinnat salmon'
It was clear that everyone must sell it under the same

Mr Jungalwalla: \flhat are the market preferences versus costings of Atlantic and Pacifrc salmon in New
Zealand?

Mr O'Sullivan

said that although his company was
it had not yet sent anY for

w Zealand Atlantic

salmon

name,

from that produced bY the

Mr Jarman remarked that there had been

Norwegians.

Mr Moe offered comments on the market accept-

of
pink ànd
value; th
used ior
ability

n
e
P
d

some

problems in the mussel farming industry caused by
unco-ordinated marketing and he warned the salmon
farmers not to run into the same difficulties'

ca, He said
be of lower

ere usuallY

Mr McNeill: How can we hope to market farmed
salmon in New Zealand (particularly in Christ-

in the mid
but were
fresh,
used
range of quality; they were often
quality.
At the
highest
of
the
be
to
not-consiáered
upper end of the scale were king (quinnat) and Atlantlð. ttre latter had only recently come on to the market in the United States and so it was not yet widely
accepted. King salmon had by far the highest market

church) when the local market is openly being supptiea with sea caught salmon? Despite this being

àr"*n to the attention of MAF, little

appears to

happen.

reputation.

Mr O'sullivan observed that we received higher
prices for our quinnat salmon than those realised by
Norwegian Atlantic salmon'

Mr Lee: V/hat is the price structure for top

grade

where to look. Mr O'Sullivan added that his company
nra ttopp.a trying to sell in Christchurch, primarily

salmon as a function of flsh weight on overseas markets, and how seasonal are these markets?

for this reason.

Mr Townsend said the maior market in the United
States for chilled salmon was for fish of 2 kg headed
and gutted. There was a definite seasonal nature to
ttre ctritled salmon market in the United States' As
far as frozen salmon was concerned, you had to be

Mr Little was asked to comment and he said there
little information to be able to pinpoint the
amount of illegally caught frsh available. He suggested it might be angler caught. Mr Coakley added
Ihat the infõrmation on sea caught salmon was that

was too

par

there was insufficient to satisfy the market that apparently existed, and the illegal sales did appear to fall
back on anglers.

ing
ma
ma

industry.

Mr Jarman said that someone had asked earlier why
the saie of any sea caught salmon had been legitimised. One reason was the lack of information' Nobody
knew the size of the problem, and it was necessary
to find out whether so much salmon was being caught
at sea by commercial fishermen that the future of the
salmon farmers was in doubt, It seemed that the best
way to determine this was to legitimise the sale of
fish caught by commercial fishermen.

Mr Pandey: Is there enough co-operation between the
various New Zealand companies in marketing this

relatively new product and is there any chance of the

different companies getting together to agree on
quality leveh ánd marketing under one brand name?

Mr Townsend replied that he thought the subfect

of co-operation among companies had already been
covered, but the decision on a brand name was an
73

Mr Campbell comrnented on the brand name for
that if the spe_

the
cies
the
ably

American oire,

it would

prob_

said there was
no intention of making up a new name, just of settling on a single one, because about five were currently in use. Mr Jarman added that the name had
to be accepteble to the country where the product was

going to be sold.
Mr Newman asked the panel's opinion of a pro-

posal by Mr Galat ro have a King Salmon Associaiion
covering the whole Pacific area to promote market-

ing. Mr Moe said he thought it was an interesting
idea, but it might be difficult ro achieve. It was harã
enough coming to agreement with the limited number of companies in New Zealand, let alone with other

countries too. Mr Galat commented that the industry
was probably not ready for such an association yet.

However, he agreed that a name for New Zealànd
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salmon should be settled on, He felt the name ,,New
Zealand" had a certain amount of appeal in the United
States. Mr Jarman said he had recently been ar a
meeting of the National Fisheries Institute in Honolulu, and he thought there was a great advantage to
be gained by prefacing all our flsh products with the
words "New Zealand" because of the lack of problems here with pollution, disease, pesticide residues,
etc. He felt we should exploit this as much as possible.
Mr Dougherty wondered if there was any move by
salmon farmers to use stripped carcasses to make pet
food. Mr Townsend agreed that there should be a use
for spent frsh possibly to be made into pâté or
- for human consumption but all
something similar
the frsh came back at once and it was impossible
to
deal with such large numbers, Mr O'sullivan said he
would not want to use even stripped salmon to make
pet food because this degraded the nature ofthe product. It would invite comments that the product was
suitable only for per food.

Panel discussion: Salmon farming prospects,
research needs, and directions for the f utu re
chairman: c. D. waugh (former Director, Fisheries Research Division)
Panel: P. R. Todd (Fisheries Research Division)
J. W. Tonkin (Secretary, Salmon Committee)
A. W. Crowe (N.Z' Salmon Co.)
sibility was that the numbers of salmon being released

Pandey: \üüill frozen sperm of other species of
salmon be allowed into the country for research purposes? Its use in new genetic engineering- techniques
èould possibly yietd superior strains of salmon' especially for cage rearing.

Mr

were only equalling what historically went to
before the hydro dams were built'

Mr Tonkin: Bearing in mind that a large part of commercial research must be management oriented, in
what areas do other panel members see an overlap of
research between Fisheries Research Division and
commercial interests?
Mr Crowe said most commercial interests were not

Mr Campbell: V/hat are the prospects for importing
Atlantic ialmon ova from Scotland or Norway from
commercial salmon farms which have bred many
generations of disease-free salmon?
Dr Todd said that theoretically importation of eggs

of
sal
ad

doing much research' ICl/\íattie was doing some and
not necessarily releasing commercial numbers of fish,
but most others wanted to get commercial returns
from their releases and were relying on FRD to provide information about release sizes, times, etc'

etic
the
one

sea

Mr Anderson's opinion was sought, and he answered
that the mar

Dr Todd said FRD's research had a three-pronged
ology, enhancement
the salmon farming
erlapped. Time and
probably taking uP
90o/o of resources at present' but they had direct appl!
cation for the recreational angler and management of
the fishery as well as for ocean ranching.

rested firmly
disease. The

to introduce

future

if

sea

Mr Tonkin said the recreational requirements from
a fishery were less specific than those of commercial
interests. Most anglers were happy if they caught a
fish. If the runs returning to ranching facilities were

they became necessary'

habits
is
And
sea?
at
are
salmon
the
once
and food supplies

Mr Robinson: Vhat is known about feeding

big enough to keep the developing proiects alive, and
the anglers could catch some on the way past' then
all interests were being met. Mr \üaugh referred to
the need for environmental management as well as
other considerations, and Mr Tonkin stressed that in
this instance, also, an advantage for one interest was
an advantage for all. Environmental improvements
such as river protection benefrted everyone'

there any infórmation about oflshore salmon catches
by commercial fishermen?

Mr \üíaugh said it was important to r€alise that
commerciaifishermen were not targeting for salmon,

but caught it when fishing for other species, and

thereforé it would be easy to be misinformed about
the distribution of salmon at sea because of the fishermen's fishing Patterns'

sea pen rearing
of sockeye, and what are the pros and cons of feeding
pen reared fish on krill (or other marine foods) for a
period of time before harvesting?

Dr Glova: \ühat are the prospects for

Dr Todd said the frrst question related to the carrying capacity of the ocean in relation to the number
of smolts rèleased, and the answer was not known' In
the United States there was some suggestion that the

Mr Crowe answered that if our freshwater strain of

others disagreed' He
the salmon might be
pied by other inshore
flshed. Another Pos-

sockeye would take to salt water, there was no reason
why they should not be reared in sea pens. They could
be ied krill as a finishing diet to improve their colour,
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He felt sockeye could be a useful adjunct ro the exist-

ing industry.

Mr \Øaugh warnetl that markering would need to
be considered. Rearing of sockeye in sea pens might
not be economic because they were not as valuable

q
he
colo
eYe
as

t on this, said

to

see good
rearing sock_
water, but he
saT no re.ason why it could not be done in sea pens,
and the fish should bring a very good price in thé
United States in the off season.

I. Dawson: Does the panel agree that
salmon eggs should not be exported, and has any
progress been made in the sexing of young salmon?
Messrs S. and

Mr
been
thoug
they

eggs had

any

had

the

eggs

decided
against exporting. The New Zealand salmon seemed
to be very acceptable on the market because of its
good external appearance, and it was not considered
sensible to give someone else the same edge on the
market by exporting eggs to rhem.

only on one branch of the river, when it is known
that fish return via both outlets? As salmon ranching
sitcs are difficult to fintl, why should a uiburary oi
the Clutha not be eligible for a separate farming
licence?

Dr Todd said the present ocean ranching policy
allowed one ocean ranch per river, but there were
two on the Rakaia, He could not see any biological
reason why there should not be more than one per
river. Mr Tonkin agreed and said if the principle of

ocean ranching carried some advantage to the angler,
if there were more farms,

this must be multiplied

Mr Crowe cautioned that each river must be taken
on its merits. It was possible to set up a salmon farm
with a small amount of water and release fish from
it, but not many would come back, particularly in
good market condition, because fish would not be
drawn into a small water flow. If money were spent
on releasing fish from such a site, the farmer would
want to go out into the main stream to catch some
of his returning fish, and this would cause conflict
with other farmers on the river. It was not the farming, but the harvesting, that caused conflicts.
Mr Moe cited the experience of two ranches on the
same estuary in Oregon and said that from a commercial point of view it invited disaster and chaos.
Solutions such as special tagging programmes, cosring thousands of dollars, had been tried, but they did
not work and in the end one ranch sold out to the
other.

Dr Todd, in answer to the second question, said
_
there were no techniques for sexing juveniles on
external features. Recently there had been a suggestion that it might be possible from the size of ìhe
adipose fin, but there was not a large enough data
base here to test it.

In

answer to a query from

Mr Flain about the cert-

by New Zealand for imported
Mr Vaugh said norhing was

Mr Lee: Are there any preferred methods in New
Zealand conditions for capturing salmon returning

nned salmon and the requirements
same as for meat. Mr Flain then
suggested New Zealand could be an off season market
for Northern Hemisphere countries and he wondered

from the ocean?
Mr Tonkin said the greatesr problem of harvesting
returning ûsh was the nature of the water into which
they came. He presumed the question was aimed at
commercial capture; in recreational ûshing one made
one's own decision about methods. Commercial harvesters needed to keep up with technological advances
in harvesting techniques and ro come io terms with
the big rivers.
Mr Crowe agreed that it was necessary to be able
to trap the total water supply in which fish were to
be harvested; otherwise fish went past and \ryere not
taken. Farms that did nor trap the total water supply
could be getting good returns, but they were unäÈlê
to monitor them if the fish went right past.

if

access would be denied. Mr \üØaugh replied that it
already was, and Mr Anderson reiterated the market
advantages of keeping New Zealand salmon free of

disease by not

importing

diseases.

Mr Cummings asked the panel their opinion of sug-

gestions of reduced bag limits near salmon farms. Mr
Tonkin said acclimatisation societies had the right to
establish limits in rheir own areas and should bè able
to make sensible rules for themselves. He stressed the
need for good sense when setting limits where conflicts were likely with commercial enterprises and
added that he did nor rhink it was desirable to set
national limits. Mr Crowe said he would like to see
wider protection areas, but did not want a change in
bag limits.

Mr Cochrane: Why should one large company

have
a monopoly to farm salmon on the Clutha River, but
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plenty of salmon and so there was probably no reason
*trv itt. competitions should not take place, but they
did cause concern to the acclimatisation societies'

particularly in areas like the Marlborough Sounds' Dr
Todd said FRD was not directly involved in any
research of that nature. He suggested it was more a
problem of site selection, which was a. concern of
Èisheries Management Division. Mr Little said FMD
asked that each site be examined for suitability, but
the issue.of a licence was entirely up to the Minister
of Fisheries. It was unlikely, however, that a licence
would be issued if problems were likely to arise'
Mr \üíaugh asked if there had been any signs of
nutrient buìld-up under the cages at Stewart Island'
Mr O'Sullivan said there were problems with the
shallow water in Big Gtory Bay, and in the early days
a lot of feed had dropped through the cages' but that
was a result of overfeeding. He thought there could
er

i

asked whether the potential environmental effects of rearing salmon in cages were considered before sites were designated and whether any
steps were being taken to monitor these effects' He
also wondered lf there was sufficient information
about phytoplankton blooms in coastal areas' as these
could have devastating effects on sea cage rearing,

Dr Gillespie

h

surrounding environment. If pollution problems arose,
the frsh in the cages would die before those outside
and farming would become uneconomic. Therefore
it was in the farmer's interest not to create environ-

mental problems.
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Appendix
Salmon farms in New Zealand as ar 6 Jdy f 984

Numbers refer to positions on map opposite.
Farm

1. Bubbling

Springs Salmon Farm

P.O. Box 78
Pinehaven Marine Farm

P.O. Box 10024
Christchurch

3.

Tasman Salmon Co.

P,O. Box 157
Hokirika

4.

Method

Species

Pupu Springs

pond rearing, ocean ranching

qurnnat

Hurunui River

sea cage rearrng
ocean ranching

quinnat
qulnnat

Kaniere River
Lake Kaniere

ocean ranching, pond rearing,

quinnat

lake pen rearing

Ilaimakariri River

pond rearing

Takaka River

Takaka

2.

River or
catchment

Peacock Springs Salmon Farm

P.O. Box 2001

Marlborough Sounds

quinnat
sockeye

Bishopdale

Christchurch

5. Glenariffe
6.

Station

R.D. Methven
Blackford Salmon Ranch
Blackford R.D.

Rakaia catchment
Rakaia River

Rakaia

pond rearing

sockeye

ocean ranching

quinnat

pond rearing

sockeye

7. N.Z.

Rakaia River
Stewart Island

ocean ranching
sea cage rearing

qulnnat
qurnnat

8.

¡ùíaitaki River

ocean ranching, pond rearing
ocean ranching
ocean ranching

quinnat

Salmon Co. Ltd.
P.O. Box 834ó
Christchurch
Newhaven Salmon
P.O. Box 398
Oamaru

9. ICI/Vattie Joint

Salmon
Development Project

Catlins River
Clutha River

sockeye

ocean ranching

qurnnat
quinnat

sea cage rearing

qurnnat

P.O. Box 23
Kaitangata

10. Big Glory Bay Salmon
P.O, Box 1583
Invercargill

Co.

Stewart Island

Atlantic
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List

of registered participants

R. L. Allen,
Director,
Fisheries Research Division,

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.
C.

D. Anderson,

Animal Health Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.
M. Anderson,
student.

T. Andrews,
Wilson Neill.
C. Barker.
J. Beggs.
J. Bell.

R. Berg,
Fisheries Managemenr Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fishe¡ies.

N. C. Boustead,
Fisheries Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fishe¡ies.

N. Bradle¡
North Canterbury Acclimatisation Society.
J.

A. R. Branson,
N.Z. Fishing Industry Board.
R. Broome,

A.

V.

Crowe,

N.Z. Salmon Co.
D. A. Cummings,
Nelson Acclimatisarion Society.

I. Currie,
Sourh Canterbury Acclimatisation Society.

R. French.
R. Frost,
Marlborough Acclimatisation Society.
J. Galat,
Newhaven Salmon Ranch.

L. David.

J. M. cilL
Animal Health Division,

F. Davis,
Fisheries Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

M. Gillard,

rV. Davison,
University of Canterbury.

P. Gillespie,
Cawthron Institute,

S.

ICI/\ùflattie.

Nelson.

B. rf(/. Dawson,
D.H. Brown.

L

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

G. J. Glova,
Fisheries Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

Dawson.

S. Dawson.

E. Graynoth,

C. R. Docherty,
Fisheries Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fishe¡ies.

T. J. Dodgshun,
Fisheries Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.
R. Dougherty,
Fisheries Research Division,

Fisheries Research Division,

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.
M. Gunton.
M. Hall,
Ashburton Acclimatisation Society.
F. Hames,
Minisiry of Conservarion and \ùüildlife,
Victoria,

tJfaitaki Catchment Commission.

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

Australia.

K. Brown,
Fishe¡ies Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fishe¡ies.

R, Dungey,
Otago Acclimatisation Society.

V. E. Hannah.

I. P. Burrows,
Salmon Farm Co.

G. East,
Tasman Salmon Co.

R. Hare,
Big Glory Salmon Farm.

P. Burstall,
tVildlife Division,
Department of Internal Affairs.

L. V. Eggers,
Dominion Salt.

J. Hawes,
Scott Technical Instrumenrs.

A. H. Ensor,

'rùf.
Butters,
Nelson Acclimatisation Society.

B. Ensor,
"Garrymere",

L. J. Hawke,
Fisheries Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

Buxton.

Rangiora.

I.

R. Ensor,
"Garrymere",

Cameron,

Glena¡ife Station.

J. Hayes,
Fisheries Resea¡ch Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fishe¡ies.

Tasmania.

Rangiora.

M. J. Hegan,
D.H. B¡own.

J. S. Campbell,

V. Ensor,

M. HilI,

Inland Fisheries Commissicin,

consultant.

M. Chalmers.
C.

M. Chamberlain.

I.

Chamberlain.

"Garrymere",

Dyers \Vholesalers.

Rangiora.

R. Hoerjes,

M. Evans,

tù(¡ildlife Service,

Animal Health Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

A. Charman,

P. Ferens.

Department of Internal Affairs.
R. Holmes,
South Canterbury Acclimatisation Society.

ICI/Tasman.

M. S. Field-Dodgson,
Fisheries Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

C. L. Hopkins,
Fisheries Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisñeries.

M. Flain,

S. Cochrane,
South Canterbury Acclimadsation Society.
S. Critchley,
Ministry of Conservation and lflildlife,

Fisheries Research Division,

E. Hopkins,
Stewart Island Fishermen's Co. Ltd.

A. Coakley,
Fisheries Managemenr Division,

Victoria,

Australia.

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.
C. Franklin,
University of Canterbury.

M. Franklin,
Gourock Fibres and Plastics N.Z. Ltd.
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L. C. Hu,
Fisheries Research Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

D. Hughey,
Salmon Anglers' Association.

T. Hutchinson,

R.

V/ildlife Service,
Department of Internal Affairs'
N. Isaac,
Peacock Springs.

G. D. James,
Fisheries Research Division,

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.
N. E. Jarman,
N.Z. Fishing Industry Board.

V.

Jarvie,
Vildlife Service,

Department of Internal Affairs.

J. Mace,
Fishe¡ies Management Division,
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries.

L. S. Pitcher, Commercial Fishing,

A. McGowan,
Phoenix Pharmaceuticals.

S. Richards,
Salmon Farm Co.

G. McGregor.
\ùí.
J. McKillop,
North Canterbury Acclimatisation Society.
P. Mclachlan,

K. Robinson,

Peacock Springs.
J.

H. Jones,

Ireland and Co.
C. de Joux,
Avon Transport.
P. Jungalwalla,
Blackman Shellfish Co.,
Tasmania.

North Canterbury Acclimatisation Society.
F. Rouse,

Seasmoke Fish Processors.

C. Ruka.

M. Main,

P. Sagar,

North Canrerbury Acclimatisation Society.
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